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AIR FORCE BASIC RESEARCH
Challenges in a Changing Environment

This year the Air Force Office of Scien- superior systems. Our program managers A new directorate for Education,
tific Research (AFOSR) marks its 40th an- also function as science and technology Academic, and Industry Affairs was created.
niversary. For four decades, AFOSR coordinators. They ensure an effective Its mission reflects AFOSR's increased em-
scientists and engineers have ensured that dialogue between the suppliers, who are phasis on ensuring future strength through
cutting edge science and technology is avail- organized to research 4cientific discipline education and placement of highly qualified
able to Air Force and Department of areas such as chemistry and mechanical scientists and engineers, as well as
Defense (DoD) laboratories and U.S. engineering, and the customers, who cre- strengthened links with industry. This direc-
industry, ate the technology product. Both groups torate manages programs for engineering

As the events of the last year have working together ensure the relevance and scientific fellowships, opportunities for
ciearly shown, we live in an era of rapid and excellence of our research efforts. university faculty members and graduate stu-
change. The reunification of Eastern With responsibility for research dents to perform research at Air Force
Europe, allied victory in the Persian Gulf con- programs totaling nearly $300 million annual- laboratories. Air Force scientists and en-
flict, and the collapse of Soviet communism ly, we manage more than 1,400 grants and gineers can also make 'hands-on" visits to
all tell us the future holds great promise and contracts awarded to approximately 350 European laboratories. The directorate also
opportunity. academic institutions, industrial firms, and interfaces with U.S. corporations in their re-

AFOSR also continues to face new Air Force laboratories. search and development programs and
challenges. How can we ensure that the World events are causing the Air manages our small business basic research
technological superiority we enjoyed in Force to restucture. As part of that process, program.
Desert Storm will continue in the future? the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) Clearly, we are charged as never
How do we maintain a strong national and the Air Force Logistics Command will before with responding to the dynamic
defense with budgetary constraints? How do become the Air Force Materiel Command changes influencing our ability to develop
we effectively counter threats stemming (AFMC) in July of 1992. The new AFMC will and deploy superior military systems. As we
from increasingly easy access to the latest create a truly 'cradle-to-grave" approach to celebrate our 40th anniversary, AFOSR con-
technology? How do we as a Nation suc- systems acquisition. tinues to serve our customers by improving
cessfully compete in a rapidly changing tech- Last year, AFSC fused its 14 the effectiveness and speed of transitioning
nological environment? laboratories and research centers into four research accomplishments for Air Force

use. In this added role as technology transi-
Our program managers are directly ad- "super laboratories" to focus on four major tIn t, we re steng ransi-

dressing these concerns. Our goals include technology areas: human factors tion agent, we are fostering a partnership be-

maintaining technological superiority in (Armstrong); space and missiles (Phillips); tween suppliers of knowledge and their
areas relevant to Air Force needs: prevent- command, control, and communication technology customers. With this approach,
ing technological surprise from our adver- (Rome); and air vehicles (Wright). AFOSR is a full partner in the Air Force's

saries; maintaining a strong research Organizationally, AFOSR has also glo ehran gol per

infrastructure among Air Force laboratories, adapted. All of our scientific directorates now global reach and global power.

industry, and universities; and complement- address both scientfic and engineering re-
ing the Nation's research effort. search efforts. We have also created a com- HELMUT HELLWIG

We are meeting these challenges with prehensive program to address aerospace Director
an increased focus on enhancing two-way environmental sciences and environmental
communication between our "suppliers," quality. Furthermore, we have renewed our The Basic Research Technology Area Plan
those who provide us with new knowledge, intemational cooperation through Tri-Service contains additional program information.
and our "customers," those who employ this coordination of our offices in London and Contact. Defense Technical Information
knowledge to build our technologically Tokyo. Center at (703) 274-7633.
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Table 1. AIR FORCE LABORATORIES RECEIVING FY 92 INTRAMURAL RESEARCH SUPPORT

Wright Laboratory: Rome Laboratory: Armstrong Laboratory:.

Aeropropulsion and Power Directorate Electromagnetics and Reliability Direc- Aerospace Medicine Directorate

Armament Directorate torate Crew Systems Directorate

Avionics Directorate Intelligence and Reconnaissance Human Resources Directorate

Flight Dynamics Directorate Directorate Occupational and Environmental

Manufacturing Technology Directorate Surveillance and Photonics Directorate Health Directorate

Materials Directorate Phillips Laboratory. Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory

Solid State Electronizs Directorate Geophysics Directorate (A detachment of AFOSR)

Laser Imaging Directorate Air Force Civil Engineering Support Agency

Propulsion Directorate

Space Technology Directorate

Table 2. CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES SUPPORTED

AFOSR SCIENTIFIC DIRECTORATES

Chemistry & Life & Mathematical &
Aerospace Materials Physics & Environmental Computer

DOD Critical Technologies (1 May 1991) Sciences Science Electronics Sciences Sciences

Semiconductor Materials & Microelectronic Circuits B A

Software Engineering A A

High Performance Computing A A

Machine Intelligence and Robotics B A A

Simulation and Modeling A B A A

Photonics A A

Sensitive Radar A B

Passive Sensors B A B

Signal & Image Processing B A

Signature Control B A B

Weapon System Environment A A B A B

Data Fusion A B

Computational Fluid Dynamics A A

Air Breathing Propulsion A A B B

Pulsed Power B

Hypervelocity Projectiles & Propulsion A

High Energy Density Materials B A B

Composite Materials A A B

Superconductivity B A

Biotechnology A B A

Flexible Manufacturing B B

KEY
A - FY 92 Major Support (> $1 Million)

B - FY 92 Minor Support (< $1 Million)
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DIRECTORATE OF AEROSPACE SCIENCES

The Directorate of Aerospace materials. Current emphasis is on material understand the fundamental physics of tur-
Sciences is responsible for stimulating systems capable of operating in severe, bulent flows. An article featured on the
and managing basic research in the dis- high-temperature environments, including cover of the January 1990 issue of
ciplines of solid mechanics and structures, ceramic materials, metal-matrix com- Physics Today outlines progress and chal-
fluid mechanics, and propulsion. posites, and carbon/carbon composites. lenges in this area.

Research in solid mechanics and Research in civil engineering, which seeks Research in propulsion involves the
structures is organized into the areas of the understanding necessary to predict efficient use of energy in Air Force propul-
structural mechanics, structural dynamics, the effects of weaponry on civil engineer- sion and weapon systems. The program is
mechanics of materials, and civil engineer- ing materials and structures, is organized organized into the areas of space power
ing. The program in structural mechanics into two programs: soil mechanics and and propulsion, air-breathing combustion,
addresses the need to better understand structural and material response. The and diagnostics in reacting media. Rocket
the fundamental solid mechanics issues focus of both programs is on charac- and space propulsion addresses solid-
that govern the mechanical behavior of terizing the deformation and failure of civil fueled rocket combustion instabilities,
materials and structures, including engineering materials and structures sub- electromagnetic thrusters, and chemical
damage growth and inelastic behavior. jected to rapid loadings, such as shock formulation of high-energy propellants. Air-
This program is currently focused on deter- and impact. breathing combustion includes research
mining correlations between imperfections Research in fluid mechanics on supersonic combustion, turbulent react-
and damage and the resulting material provides fundamental scientific knowledge ing flows, and inhibition of soot formation.
and structural responses. The structural about the behavior of complex flows as- Research on supersonic shear layer coin-
dynamics program is focused on the sociated with aerospace vehicles and bustion has revealed the presence of
dynamics, aeroelasticity, and control of flight regimes important to the Air Force. three-dimensionality believed to be
aerospace structures. In recent years, con- The program emphasizes the develop- responsible for the suppression of fuel-air
siderable emphasis has been placed on ment of computational methods for ac- mixing and local shock structure. Re-
the nonlinearities arising from interactions curate and efficient numerical solution of search efforts dealing with diagnostics in
such as those between L.,,ntrol devices the equations of fluid dynamics; the role of reacting media have been devoted to
and structures. Research in the turbulence in the prediction and control of multidimensional, multiparameter, gas-
mechanics of materials seeks to establish shear flows; the dynamics of unsteady, phase measurements and measurements
the fundamental understanding required separating flows such as those occurring of droplets and sprays. Significant
to predk.u the mechanical performance of during rapid vehicle maneuvers; and the progress has been made on the use of
aerospace structural materials. Recent ef- complex internal flows found in gas tur- planar, laser-induced, fluorescence meas-
forts have concentrated on developing the bine engines. In other research in this pro- urements in hypersonic propulsion testing
mechanics methodology for dealing with gram, supercomputers are playing an environments.
several emerging classes of multiphase increasingly important role in helping us

Modern Stability Research Improves Understanding of Nonlinear Structural Dynamic Behavior .. ....... 10
Temporal Evolution of Three-Dimensional Turbulent Mixing in Gases Measured Successfully .......... 12
3-D Analysis Seeks to Quantify Influence of Debonding Mechanisms on the
Crack-Growth Resistance of Ceramic Composites ...............-.-.-.-.-.-...... 14
Control of Compressor Surge Achieved ............-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-...... 16
Quasi-Steady Plasma Sustained With Pulsed Free Electron Laser .................... 18
Turbine Cooling Enhanced by Total Temperature Separation ...................... 20
Vortex Interactions Influence Heat Transfer Near the Base of Turbine Blades ......... ...... 22
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Modern Stability Research Improves
Understanding of Nonlinear Structural

Dynamic Behavior

Achievement 1.2 o.3
0.2

Researchers at Cornell University 0.1

have contributed to a better under- bending
standing of the complicated behavior of v signal(v) 0A

E -0.2

Lnonlinear structures, based on the 0 0'3modern stability concept. For the first c -0. , . 0 . 0 . 01 0.0 0.5 1.0 IS 2.0

time, both experiments and theory have ime (s
been combined to investigate the coupled 0.2... ... ..

bending-torsional vibrations of an elastic
rod from a global, intrinsically nonlinear otorsional

point of view. A previously undiscovered .1.2 signal (v) 0.0

family of asymmetric bending-torsion .2.4 DISPLACEMENT 2.4 .

modes has been found, and the complete Figure 1. This photo describes the basins 02

dynamic feature of the system has been of attraction for two different moions of 0 0.5 1.0 15 20

characterized, a buckled structure. The two axes repre- time (se)
sent the initial position and velocity of Figure 2. Responses before and after

Background the system. The fractal mixing of the instability.
colors indicates a sensitive depen-

For years, knowledge of dynamic be- dence of the dynamics on initial condi-

havior of elastic rod has been limited to tions and represents a precursor of

the state of small, planar vibrations. To chaotic vibrations.

design future high-performance structural The elastica is clamped at the
and material systems, it is critical that non-

end and oriented so that its undeformedlinear behavior of flexible structures is un-dersoodand ccuatey prdiced.neutral axis is vertical. The support of thederstood and accurately predicted. r di a m n c ly d s l c d brod is harmonically displaced by
A flexible structural system can be- electromechanical shaker. Stable motions

come chaotic because it is sensitive to the are observed in which the response of the
initial conditions (figure 1). Recent inter- rod is planar. Measurements with optical
ests of chaotic phenomena in mechanics and computerized devices show that the
have advanced the development of non- unplanar motions, tosional responses, in-
linear theory in stability. The modern itiate when the system becomes unstable
stability concept can be used to predict (figures 2 and 3). Regions of instability are
highly nonlinear behavior of structures determined in terms of system frequency,
under forced vibrations. The researchers as shown in figure 4. Resonances occur
of this work unit intend to determine the not only at all the in-plan natural frequen-
.random" appeared motions between the cies but also at the combination resonan-
equilibrium states of an oscillating beam ces at the frequencies of the planar and
subject to forced excitations. nonplanar modes. Figure 3. Nonplanar motion.

The experimental program engages
in measuring the dynamic response of an
elastica, a three-dimensional elastic rod.

10 DIRECTORATE OF AEROSPACE SCIENCES



2500
Payoff Contributing Organizations

2000 The findings improve the fundamen- and People

A 50u tal knowledge of the dynamic behavior of Professors F. Moon, P. Gergly, J.

=vl,&) nonlinear systems and enhance the ability Thorp, and J. Abel at Cornell University
ow... of active ccntrol of large flexible struc- performed this research as part of a pro-

tures, including precision space zystems. gram managed by Dr. Spencer Wu of the
500

Directorate of Aerospace Sciences.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

forcing frequency (Hz)

Figure 4. Stability oourJary for the
elostica.
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Temporal Evolution of
Three-Dimensional Turbulent Mixing

in Gases Measured Successfully

Achievement tional design methods for propulsion sys- measurements of turbulent behavior are
A new measurement technique tems relied on trial-and-error testing of needed to validate and improve computa-

based on detecting laser light scattered by prototype configurations. Such tests have tional combustion models to achieve quan-
aerosol particles has provided the first become prohibitively time consuming and titative prediction capability.
quantitative information about the tem- expensive and seldom lead to the perfor- The ability to make temporally and
poral variations that occur in three-dimen- mance expected from theoretical ther- spatially resolved, three-dimensional
sional gas-phase mixing processes. Such modynamic considerations. measurements of turbulent behavior is
measurements have not been possible In recent years, computational coin- critical because turbulent mixing is highly
previously because it is necessary to bustion models have become an impor- nonuniform and transient. Accurate corn-
make measurements throughout a spatial tant adjunct to traditional propulsion puter models of this process can be
volume in less than a thousandth of a system design approaches, resulting in developed and tested only by examining
second, representing a requirement ap- considerable savings in development time detailed experimental data. The measure-
parently beyond practical capability, and cost for emerging gas turbine en- ments illustrated in figure 1 provide the ini-

gines. In the future, propulsion systems tial demonstration of a capability to
Background for hypersonic aircraft and transatmos- provide the requisite data.

Turbulent flow and transport proces- pheric vehicles will be even more depen- These measurements were made by
ses occur widely in both technology and dent on computer-based design because decomposing a laser beam into four corn-
nature. For many technological applica- hardware testing capability will be ex- ponent wavelengths of 355 nm, 396 nm,
tions, failure to understand and control tur- tremely limited. Unfortunately, deficiencies 532 nm, and 690 nm. Optical means were
bulent transport results in severely in understanding turbulent mixing and then employed to form the laser beams
degraded performance. In Air Force combustion have limited the utility of coin- into four closely spaced sheets of light.
propulsion technology, turbulence controls puter codes to qualitative, as opposed to Figure 1 shows the scattering of this laser
the mixing of fuel and oxidizer to form a quantitative, design functions. Basic re- light produced by aerosol particles seeded
combustible mixture. For decades, tradi- search experiments that provide detailed

"Ir

ICM

t t + 100 psec
Figure 1. Snapshots of chemical concentration contours.
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into a flame of hydrogen and methane the figure are separated in time by 100 mil- reduce signature compared with current
mixed with air. The images are recorded lionths of a second, reflecting the ability to systems. Future research will provide addi-
on a single solid-state detector, with the resolve all transient behavior that occurs. tional information about the concentration
different planes of light separated by opti- Payoff of chemical species associated with the
cal filtering. Variations in the images occur combustion process and the three-dimen-
as the particles are consumed by the Information about turbulent flame sional velocity field.
flame. Each sheet of laser light provides a speed, as well as other turbulence

two-dimensional measurement, and a parameters, produced by this new meas- Contributing Organizations

comparison of scattering between ad- urement capability will provide the data and People

jacent light sheets adds information about base needed to improve computational Dr. Marshall Long performed this re-
variations in the third spatial dimension. combustor design models. These models search at Yale University as part of a pro-
From these images it is possible to deter- will be used to produce aircraft and gram managed by Dr. Julian Tishkoff of
mine the turbulent flame speed. It is weapon propulsion systems with improved the Directorate of Aerospace Sciences.
noteworthy that the two sets of images in efficiency, lower fuel consumption, and

AIR FORCE RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS 13



3-D Analysis Seeks to Quantify Influence
of Debonding Mechanisms

on the Crack-Growth Resistance of
Ceramic Composites

Achievement
The significance of the theoretical

work is that it is the first true 3-D study of
its kind. While a number of researchers Main Crack Slip Surface. SS

Surface, Sc

have looked at a crack near a frictional in- Cc

terface as a 2-D or axisymmetric Opening, 6

geometry, the complex nonlinear problem Intefacal

of a crack interacting with a frictional inter- Stress,..1 Lift-af Zone

face is inherently a 3-D phenomenon. The
computational labor involved in applying a -
2-D approach to this problem has dis- - __

suaded, until now, any serious 3-D model- -
ing of the mechanics of a moving fracture weakBond

that encounters a fiber or an inclusion with

friction at the interface. / ..

Background 
K.E

The challenge is to design ceramic
composites that retain excellent strength
and temperature qualities yet fail in a less "strong Bond"

catastrophic manner. The design of such
composites requires analyses that ac- G
curately model the important features of
cracks growing in multiconstituent media.

The objective of this analysis is to Figures 10, l b, and 1 c. Cracks at the interfaces of a fiber-reinforced composite

determine the optimal combination of material system are investigated in order to quantify the influence of debonding

physical properties to meet the maximum mechanisms on crack-growth resistance.

toughening effect in the brittle matrixjbrit-
tie fiber composites. of cracks near a fiber presents a dear pic- Since the mechanisms that hold the

Experiments conducted with varying ture of how the material properties and key to improved toughness are the friction-
degrees of frictional bonding between the the fiber geometry affects the shape of the al interaction and lift-off at the interface
matrix and the fiber show that the interfa- fracture as it grows toward and around the ahead of a crack, a 3-0 computational
cial bonding has a pronounced influence fibers. If the fiber is perfectly bonded to methodology has been developed that al-
over the character of crack growth in the the matrix the resulting composite is a rela- lows for the asymmetric development of
vicinity of a fiber (figure la). The strength tively brittle material. Alternatively, i the an interfacial shear crack on a cylindrical
of the interfacial bonding is controlled fiber is weakly bonded to the matrix, the surface (figure 1 b).
through coatings applied to the fibers resulting composite is a relatively tough The current focus of this research is
before casting the specimens. The growth material. to specifically evaluate the interaction of
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the main crack with interfacial slipping and Payoff made more crack resistant by incorporat-
lift-off. The demand for materials that can ing fibers and by appropriately controlling

Once the micromodel of a crack meet today's challenging design require- the interface of the matrix and the fibers.

bending and bowing around a single fiber ments in hypersonic aircraft and engine Contributing Organizations
with a frictional interface is verified, it will components has stimulated interest in and People
be possible to quantitatively assess how using ceramics in structural applications. This research is being conducted
cracks grow in the presence of an array of Ceramic materials are noted for their under the direction of Professor Michael
fibers with a general set of imposed loads, ability to withstand loads at very high
including the thermal stresses induced by temperatures and in aggressive environ- Cleary at MIT, assisted by Dr. William
the anticipated harsh operational environ- ments. No other class of materials exhibits Keat an tiae Laro. ero-
ments these materials will endure. With such excellent physical and chemical gram was initiated by Lt. 0ol. Georgebe popeties Whle tesemateial posess Haritos and is under the management of
these results, a set of design rules can be properties. While these materials possess Col. Steve Boyce of the Directorate of
constructed to assist the material scientist many outstanding characteristics, they are Aerospace Sciences.
in developing useful composites that meet inherently brittle and, hence, are suscep-
today's challenging design requirements tible to catastrophic failure. Numerous
(figure 1c). studies have shown that ceramics can be
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Control of Compressor Surge Achieved

Achievement
Basic experimental and theoretical Rotating Stall Surge

research at the MIT Gas Turbine Circumferentially Nonuniform Axially Oscillating Flow
Laboratory has led to the development of Flow
a lumped parameter model of engine com-
pressor systems. This model provides a Low Flow
useful system model for controlling both
surge and rotating stall. Rotating stall is a
higher order compressor instability in
which adjacent blades participate sequen-
tially in local flow separation (blade stall),
which propagates circumferentially around
the rotor of a given compressor stage.
Rotating stall can trigger compressor
surge; controlling rotating stall can also Figure 2. Compressor flow instabilities.

prevent compressor surge. The two in-
stability modes are illustrated schematical- response to detected precursor waves sure rise characteristic is shown in figure
ly in figure 2. associated with the natural rotating stall 1. This figure also illustrates that control of

Research on active surge control instability. The baseline theory of compres- compressor surge will allow jet engines to

strategies has also led to successful sup- sor instabilities developed under the operate at much higher pressure ratios
pression of surge in centrifugal compres- AFOSR program has led to collaborative without sacrificing safety. This translates
sors. For example, feedback control of a AFOSR/ONR support of further research to higher thrust and lighter weight engines

variable throttle valve placed at the com- on rotating stall control in axial compres- with lower fuel consumption.
pressor exit has been successfully sors, and is now being examined by re- Surge can occur in centrifugal flow
demonstrated. The MIT research has also searchers at the Air Force Wright compressors such as those often used in
explored active control of rotating stall in Laboratory for possible transition to ex- turbochargers, and in axial flow compres-
axial flow compressors. One concept uses ploratory development programs as- sors such as those used in jet aircraft en-
movable inlet guide vanes to launch cir- sociated with the Integrated gines. Since the theoretical model
cumferential waves of pressure in High-Performance Turbine Engine Tech- developed at MIT is sufficiently general to

nology Program. include either system, surge control was

Region Surge lie Background first studied in centrifugal compressors
Stabilized With Control where rotating stall does not occur. A

With Active Control Compressor surge is a fundamental simple concept for surge control, shown
Operating Point turbomachinery instability that severely schematically in figure 3, uses a simpleconstrains the design and operation of jet tailoring of the structural properties of a

Performance engines. In its simplest form, surge is char- feil e ple ucmral sothatsthe. Ipovent flexible plenum chamber wall so that the
acterized by very large oscillations in the wall motion can interact with the fluctuat-

Operating Point mass rate of flow of air through the entire ing pressures produced by the flow in
WihoutControl engine, sometimes producing reversed such a way that intemnal damping in the

flow and potentially catastrophic engine suhawyttinealdmngnte
sfl anroenia ao phice wall stabilizes the compressor operation.

Surge Line Constant failure. Surge is avoided in practice,Figure 4 shows that a 25 percent reduc-
Withoutthough not always successfully, by conser-

tough nopeating lway sucessf conesor- tion in the mass flow at the onset of surge
mess Flo, vatively operating the engine compressor has been achieved. While the pressure

Figure 1. Goals of dynamic compressor 25 percent below the maximum possible rise in the low-speed research compres-
stabilization pressure ratio. A typical compressor pres- sor is essentially the same with and
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Auxiliar Plenum without control, reducing the mass flow in
(With Spring and Damper) a high-speed engine compressor will raise

o e MovableWall the pressure ratio as already illustrated in
Turbocharger figure 1.

-*-Main Plenum Payoff
More sophisticated concepts for

structural tailoring include deformable
Inlet Duct Throttle Valve shrouds that can modulate blade tip

clearance flows in a favorable way to en-
Orifice hance aerodynamic and structural damp-

114 ing. Such approaches to rotating stall
control have high potential payoffs for gas

Chamber turbine engines of the future.
Figure 3. Schematic of experimental facility. Contributing Organizations

and People

2.0 This research has been conducted
Optimized B 1.0 by an interdisciplinary team led by Profes-

Med. Damping sors Greitzer and Epstein of the Gas Tur-
High Damping 100K bine Laboratory at the Massachusetts

1.8Rigid Wall Institute of Technology under the joint
0sponsorship of the Directorate of

.2 Aerospace Sciences and the Directorate
cof Mathematical and Computer Sciences.

1.6 90K The research has been supported by
B 0.programs managed at AFOSR by Dr.

James McMichael, Maj. Dan Fant, and Dr.

Marc Jacobs.

1.4 -BK = 80K

- B =0.65 70K
0

1.2 60K

0 40 80 120 160 200

Mass Flow (SCFM)
Figure 4. Compressor performance map.
- Fixed and Movable Wall -
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Quasi-Steady Plasma Sustained With
Pulsed Free Electron Laser

Achievement nanosecond intervals between the in- the classical Taylor-Sedov similarity solu-

Previous research has established dividual laser pulses. tion for a point expansion indicates that

that steady plasmas can be sustained in Argon plasmas were easily ignited the expansion in hydrogen and nitrogen

flowing gases using continuous-output in- and sustained over a range of laser occurs faster than for argon. The reduc-

frared lasers, but the development of high- power, but it was not possible to ignite tion in electron density caused by this ex-

power lasers is currently directed toward and sustain plasmas in either nitrogen or pansion may limit absorption of

pulsed systems. Quasi-steady high hydrogen using the Los Alamos laser. A subsequent laser pulses below that re-

temperature plasmas have been ignited theoretical investigation of picosecond quired to reach ignition threshold, as l-

and sustained in flowing argon at pres- plasma breakdown was undertaken, since lustrated in figure 2. A more detailed

sures from 1 to 3 atmospheres using the the existing predictions of breakdown numerical model for multiple pulse break-

repetitively pulsed beam produced by the thresholds for 10-picosecond pulses were down that incorporates gasdynamic expan-

Los Alamos free electron laser (FEL). similar for these gases. A detailed model sion into the detailed collisional model is

Background incorporating electron-atom elastic, inelas- currently under development
tic, vibrational, dissociating, and ionizing Payoff

Figure 1 is a series of high-speed collisions indicated that breakdown did not Plasmas can provide high-tempera-
photographs showing ignition of the plas- occur at the first pulse. Instead, a cascade plats cat prove the

a, growth to a quasi-steady plasma, and of increasing ionization in the focal volume ture propellants that greatly improve the
subsequent decay when the beam is was produced by the absorption of sub- plasmas could be sustained either by
switched off. The laser operated at a sequent pulses and led to breakdown electrical discharges using onboard
wavelength of 10.6 microns and produced after approximately 10 pulses. spacecraft power or by energy beamed toan 80-microsecond-long bursteofy1,740epul-
an 80-microsecond-long burst of 1,740 pul- Gasdynamic expansion due to heat- the spacecraft using microwaves or lasers.ses. The average power during the burst ing of the gas in the focal volume is mini-
was 10 kW. Each pulse had a duration of mal for the 10-picosecond duration of a Contributing Organizations
only 10 picoseconds and the pulses were single pulse, but may become important and People
separated by 46 nanoseconds. Spectro- over the 46-nanosecond interval between This research was performed by Dr.
scopic measurements of the plasmas pulses. Gasdynamic expansion leads to Dennis Keefer at the University of Ten-
gave plasma temperatures of approximate- reduced density in the focal volume and nessee Space Institute as part of a pro-
ly 20,000 K and showed no variations in the subsequent pulse is not as strongly ab- gram managed by Dr. Mitat Birkan in the
plasma conditions during the 46- sorbed. An approximate model based on Directorate of Aerospace Sciences.
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False Color
Presentation
of Plasma
Intensity
Measurement

Laser On (1740 Pulses) - -- Laser Off
L LI I I I I

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Time (microseconds)

• 10 ps Pulse Duration, 47 ns Pulse Spacing

• 10 kw Average Power in Macropulse

0 Flowing Argon
Figure 1. Preliminary experiments indicate that quasi-steady plasma may be sustained by repetitive pulsed laser.

1018 Ar
1 Model Incorporates

1017 electron-Atom Elastic
Collisions, Inelastic

IGNITION Vibrational, Dissociation,
THRESHOLD and Ionization

ELECTRON 1015
NUM6ER 1 Model Assumes That
DENSITY 14 The Gas Expanded
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#electroncm 3 H2 Classical Taylor

1013,,Similarity Solution

1012 
For A Point Expansion

1011
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TIME, ns

10 KW 10 ps /46 ns Repetitive Rate FEL Laser

Figure 2. Hydrodynamic expansion model predicts that argon plasma will be sus-
tained but hydrogen plasma will not be sustained by existing repetitive pulsed laser.
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Turbine Cooling Enhanced by Total
Temperature Separation

Achievement the cold spots on the impingement plate "cold blanket shielding the impingement

Basic experimental research con- surface, which are induced by the secon- plate from the primary vortices (in blue).

ducted at the University of Washington dary vortex ring. A closer view of this vorti- This 'cold blanket persists near the

has focused on enhancing impingement cal structure is depicted in figure 3. Here, surface of the plate and translates into

cooling by taking advantage of the total the secondary vortices (in red) form a

temperature separation induced by the for-
mation of primary and secondary vortical Sheet Metal Insert
structures. Laboratory tests have indi- Coolant
cated that this mechanism may increase
cooling effectiveness as much as 430 OF Coolant
in the turbine thermal environment. -

Background
Impingement cooling is of great in-

poltance, as it is used to cool the leading .- ,
edges of turbine blades, which are ex-
posed to the highest temperatures and Q

heat transfer rates. In this scheme, high- \ Sheet Metal
pressure air, bled from the compressor, is Insert
brought through a tube to the inside of a -
hollow turbine blade. Jets of air are then
directed toward the inside surface of the
leading edge and midchord regions
through small holes drilled in the tube, as
shown in figure 1. Similarly, impinging jets
of air are often used to cool high-tempera-
ture combustor liners. Figure 1. Impingement cooling in turbine blades.

This phenomenon was modeled by
using a free jet impinging on a circular flat [yet

plate. The secondary vortices, shown
schematically in figure 2, are induced by
the primary vortex rings (formed at the
nozzle lip) through the following
mechanism: the approach of the primary Primary Vortex Rings
vortex, with its low-pressure center, H C
generates an unsteady adverse pressure
gradient on the impingement plate, which e o
causes the boundary layer on the plate Secondary Vortex

surface to separate and roll into a counter- Ring H
rotating secondary vortex ring. Both the
primary and secondary vortex rings C

separate the total temperature into hot (H) . .2 .2.I ; :, -. J :
and cold (C) spots. Notice, in particular, Figure 2. Total temperature separation in an impinging jet.
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which in turn should increase the mag- achieve this target, turbine inlet tempera-
nitude of the cooling on the surface. tures will have to be raised from the cur-

The current research has fostered rent level of 2400 OF to over 3600 OF.

___ an improved understanding of the physics Although advances in material technology
behind vortex-induced total temperature are necessary to reach this goal, it is im-

separation. The researchers' experimental perative that a substantial gain in turbine

Figure 3. Primary and secondary vor- model has successfully demonstrated the blade cooling be achieved concurrently
tices in on impinging jet. cooling enhancement that may be without weight penalty.

achieved when secondary vortices are al- Contributing Organizations
enhanced cooling effectiveness in an ac- lowed to form and shield the surface of and People
tual turbine environment, the impingement plate. These results offer

Future research will extend this work great encouragement for further enhance- Ths rsach as prme by
to include the effects of wall curvature and ment of turbine cooling. Professor Kurosaka, and graduate stu-dents Michael Fox and John O'Callahan,
rotation on the total temperature separa- Payoff at the University of Washington, and was
tion process. Also, the influence of acous- The thrust-to-weight ratio of 21st- supported by AFOSR under a program
ticseitation oThiattraensfeo wil bcentury military aircraft engines is en- managed by Maj. Dan Fant and Capt.
pursued. This latter phenomenon shows visioned to be more than twice that Hank Helin of the Directorate of
promise of strengthening the secondary achieved with today's technology. To Aerospace Sciences.
vortices near the impingement plate,
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Vortex Interactions Influence Heat
Transfer Near the Base of Turbine Blades

Achievement this behavior by a sequence of temporal Work on horseshoe vortex interac-

This research conducted at Lehigh material lines, obtained from a Lagrangian tions is continuing, with an emphasis on

University uses experimental and numeri- computation of the viscous interaction of a understanding the impact of three-dimen-

cal techniques to study the dynamics of vortex near a surface, which emulates the sional vortex structures on temporal sur-

three-dimensional vortex evolution and in- physical process shown in figure 3. Note face heat transfer. Since this flow yields a

teraction. These studies have revealed a that the material line development is rela- coherent, time-dependent, three-dimen-

surface-layer eruption process that may tively slow at the start, but suddenly sional vortex environment, the opportunity

be the key mechanism influencing surface focuses into a sharp, eruptive spire as a exists to determine the relative effects of

heat transfer near the base of the turbine result of the discrete eruption provoked by vortex-induced behavior, such as surface

blade. the action of the vortex-induced local ad- eruptions, on local time-dependent sur-
verse pressure gradient. face heat transfer.

Background

The experimental work was done in
a water channel using a turbine blade
mounted with its axis normal to a flat
plate. The impingement of a laminar
boundary layer, formed over the flat plate,
on the blade-wall junction causes the for- lght Vorticessheet

mation of three-dimensional horseshoe heiet

vortices,' as shown in figure 1. These vor- e rbie
lVBlade p p

tices engirdle the blade such that the out- 1,
board portions (the legs) move ,'
periodically inward toward the blade wake, .

as indicated in figure 2. Figure 3 is an end-
view photograph of the interaction of the Vortex-induced Surface Eruptions

streamwise extension of the horseshoe Figure 1. Vortex formation near base of Figure 2. End view of vortices and in-

vortex legs with the end-wall surface fluid turbine blade. duced surface eruptions.

(looking upstream), obtained by using a
cross-stream light sheet and two separate
hydrogen bubble wires. This figure shows
the early phase of the interaction process:
the vortex legs impose a local adverse
pressure gradient on the viscous flow ad-
jacent to the surface, which causes a
rapid focusing of fluid into the sharp, erup-
tive spire as shown. At a later stage,
these eruptions interact with the outer flow
and roll over into three-dimensional, mush-
room-shaped vortices.

The significance of these results is
that vortices close to a surface result in
the sharp eruption of surface-layer fluid
into the outer region. Figure 4 illustrates Figure 3. Visualization of surface eruptions.
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Payoff
Vortical flows generated near the

base of turbine blades represent an impor-
tant example of three-dimensional separa- 4
tion. Understanding the complex fluid
mechanics phenomena associated with
these flows would enable better surface
heat transfer models and provide im-
proved techniques for drag reduction and 2 0.65
turbulence control.

Contributing Organizations 
0

and People

This research was led by Professors 0 0 0.25

Charles Smith and David Walker at -2 0 2 4
Lehigh University. The program is spon-
sored by Dr. James McMichael, Maj. Dan Figur 4. Computer simulation of suface eruption.
Fant, and Capt. Hank Helin of the Direc-
torate of Aerospace Sciences.
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DIRECTORATE OF CHEMISTRY AND
MATERIALS SCIENCE

This years highlights illustrate a com- economic ways to synthesize existing Energy interconversion refers to the
prehensive research program addressing materials. Specific topics include metallur- processes by which one form of energy is
topics selected for near- and long-term im- gy, ceramics, inorganic materials converted into another. For example,
pact on Air Force technology. The chemistry, polymer chemistry, chemical chemical bond energy can be converted
directorate's investment in the future em- synthesis and reactivity, and theoretical into electricity or into the kinetic energy of
phasizes three major areas: materials chemistry. Research highlights are combustion products. Individual programs
(processing, structure, and properties); presented on the design of ceramic struc- include electrochemistry and molecular
the interconversion of various types of tures, thin-film growth mechanisms for dynamics. A highlight from research on
chemical energy; and the characterization electronic and structural materials, non- molecules designed for notably high-
of the overall aerospace environment, linear optical properties of a select class energy density is provided. This research
This year we highlight the first two topics. of molecules, and metal matrix com- seeks the knowledge required for a new

Investigations of materials process- posites. generation of rocket prope!lants.

ing seek new, improved materials or more

High-Energy Density Matter: Lithium Atoms in Cryogenic Solid Hydrogen ..... .................. 26
New Growth Directions for Molecular Beam Epitaxy: Opening a Pathwey to New Electro-Optical Materials ..... -29
A Novel Nonlinear Opt..al Effect in Liquid-Filled Hollow Core Fibers ...... .................... 31
Improved Cermets Through Biomimetics ......... ............................... 33
Diffusion Barriers in High-Temperature Metal Matrix Composites ...... .................... 35
Nucleation and Growth in Chemical Vapor Deposition ....... ......................... 37
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High-Energy Density Matter:
Lithium Atoms in Cryogenic Solid

Hydrogen

Achievement reactivity of the matrix hosts stabilize "accretion layer' at the surface of the

The Propulsion Directorate of the guests that would not otherwise survive, cryogenic solid. This accretion layer is

Phillips Laboratory is pavinC the way The experiment uses a pulsed laser to cre- characterized by high mobility o' !,,-th

toward tomorrow's high-performance rock- ate a plume of high-energy lithium atoms. guest and host species due to the neat

et propellants. The Phillips team has suc- Figure 1 shows a photograph of a laser- released in the solidification processes.

cessfully trapped and stored isolated ablated lithium plume taken during deposi- This high mobility results in the recombina-

lithium (U) atoms in solid hydrogen films tion. The bright plume is a result of tion of U atoms that are stopped in the ac-

frozen at liquid helium temperatures to emissions from electronically excited U cretion layer leading to their trapping as

proauce the world's first samples of a atoms. lithium clusters, not as Li atoms. Thus, the

metallized cryogenic propellant. Calcula- Initial experiments on U/neon improved isolation efficiency is attributed

tions of the performance of such materials samples showed that the fast U atoms to the penetration of the fast laser-ablated

used as rocket propellants predict a large produced by the laser ablation method U atoms through the accretion layer and

improvement over the present state-of-the- were far more efficiently isolated and into previously deposited solid layers of

art liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen (LOX/H2) trapped as atoms than the relatively slow the matrix. There the U atoms are immobi-

system. U atoms produced by traditional thermal lized. Comparison of spectral line shapes

Background methods. In fact, the failure of all previous of Li/H2 samples with atomic U line

attempts to isolate U atoms in neon shapes is providing the Phillips Laboratory
The technique used to produce the matrices is documented in both the U.S. team with information about the structure

Li/H2 samples is a variant of the well- and Soviet scientific literature. Success of the U atom-trapping sites.
known 'matrix isolation' method in which using fast U atoms led to the development These results are compared to
reactive 'guest" species are trapped in a of a microscopic model of the dynamics of theoretical models calculated using the
cryogenic solid matrix of frozen 'host* the matrix deposition process, which is il- Cray II supercomputer at Kirtland AFB,
atoms or molecules. The extremely low lustrated in figure 2. In this model room New Mexico, by the University of Dayton,
matrix temperatures and the low chemical temperature gas condenses to form an Ohio, scientists working with the

Figure 1. Photograph of loser oblation plume using a lithium target.
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Propulsion Directorate team. The starting
point for the theoretical simulations is cal- 0 0

culation of the interaction between a Li (
atom and a single H2 molecule; i.e., the 0 0

Li-H2 intermolecular potential. The Li-H2 O 0
interaction is an example of a long-range 0
van der Waals interaction that is much
weaker than chemical bonding interac- -
tions in stable molecules. Paradoxically, K)
this makes the quantum calculation of the 0 0.-
L'-H2 system substantially more difficult
than the description of ordinary molecules, Ci )
as many subtle and normally unimportant 0 0

effects become significant. Figure 3 0
shows Li-H2 potential energy curves as a 0
function of the separation between the Li
atom and the center of mass of the H2 Gas Accretion layer Solid Argon
molecule. These calculations are permit- phase
ting Phillips Laboratory scientists to build
models to trap lithium atoms and lithium
clusters in solid hydrogen as illustrated by ( Argon atoms
the theoretical model in figure 4. The joint 0 Lithium atoms
experimental theoretical program has
proved to be a very efficient, productive Figure 2. Deposition model showing transition region or accretion layer between solid

argon and gas phase argon. Li atoms deposited into the solid matrix are immobilized

approach to creating new high-energy while Li atoms deposited in the accretion layer are mobilized and form clusters.

propellants.

Payoff 5LiH2 Interaction Energies

The High-Energy Density Matter

(HEDM) program, administered jointly by 0
the Phillips Laboratory and AFOSR, has
identified metal atoms as target additives
to fulure propellant systems. Adding metal TC2v--Perpendicular

powders to conventional solid propellant -5

compositions has long been recognized
as an effective method of boosting propel- >"

lant performance; this effect is due to the = -10

large amount of energy released when cer- "JI Cov U

tain metals are burned to form their
oxides. If, in addition, the heat of forma- -15 V-Average Li
tion of the metal atoms from the bulk H2

metal can also be incorporated into the Cov--Linear

propellant, energy densities can exceed
that of any propellant system in use. Es- .20 8 1 1 14 16 18 20

timates of the performance of Li

atom/solid hydrogen fuels burned with liq- R(ao)

uid oxygen yield an improvement in Figure 3. The curve marked linear" corresponds to an end-on approach of the Li

specific impulse' of approximately 15 per- atom to the H2 molecule; the curve marked 'T' corresponds to an LI atom approach

cent over the optimized LOX/H2 propel- perpendicular to the H2 bond. Since the H2 molecule is known to rotate freely in the

zero-pressure solid, a spherical average of the linear and T interactions is appropriate

lant. Because the propellant mass is to give the mean Li-H2 interaction. The average is labeled VO, -

typically a very large fraction of the mass
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r Li of a fully loaded rocket, this improvement
in propellant performance will double the

H payload capacity of the rocket.

Contributing Organizations

Q H2 and People

This research was performed at the
-- _ Propulsion Directorate of the Phillips

Laboratory at Edwards AFB, CA. The ex-
perimental work was performed by Dr.
Mario E. Fajardo, and the calculations
were performed by Professor David D.

FKonowalow of the University of Dayton Re-
search Institute; the in-house research ef-
fort was managed by Dr. Stephen L
Rodgers.

" *Specific Impulse: A quantitative measure

Figure 4. Hypothetical model for stable arrangement of H2 and L2 in a hydrogen of performance of a rocket propulsion sys-

matrix predicted based on theoretical calculations.
tern. LOX/Hz the state-of-the-art propel-
lant, has a specific impulse of 500
seconds.
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New Growth Directions for Molecular
Beam Epitaxy:

Opening a Pathway to New
Electro-Optical Materials

Achievement
Scientists at the Wright Laboratory 0 0

Materials Directorate are the first to op-
timize a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 0
technique for layer-by-layer controlled
growth of (111) orientation GaAs, AIGaAs, 0
and InGaAs. This advance makes pos-
sible applications of an entirely new class
of electro-optic (EO) materials for IR sen- 0
sors, solid-state lasers, and information
processing. 0 0

Background (a) (b)
Most epitaxial films are grown today

by MBE or metal-organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) on (100) orientation
substrates. Examining the atomic arrange-
ments of simple unreconstructed (100) and As atoms, top layer
(111) surfaces of GaAs in figure 1 shows
them to be very different The differences
in surface structures will naturally lead to Ga atoms, 2nd layer

quite different surface chemistries and Figure 1. Atomic arrangements of reconstructed GaAs surfaces. Filled circles repre-
reactivities. It is necessary for good sent gallium atoms and open circles represent arsenic atoms. The arsenic atoms oc-

cupy the outermost atomic layer and the gallium atoms occupy the second layer.

electronic and EO epitaxial materials to Figure la is for the (111) surface and lb is for the (100) surface.

have very few imperfections, few impurity
levels, and sharp interfaces. These proper- preferable growth condition in MBE. The growth conditions for layer-by-layer
ties are all strongly affected by the growth conditions for optimum growth for (100) growth of (111) GaAs. They have ex-
conditions used to make the films. films of a wide variety of III-V semiconduc- tended the work to temaries such as AlGa-

Wright Laboratory scientists perform tors are well established, but at this As and InGaAs as well. Effective growth
in situ film diagnostics during MBE growth program's start had not been reported for temperatures are much more narrow for
using reflection high-energy electron dif- (111) growth despite a number of at- (111) GaAs as shown in the RHEED data
fraction (RHEED), which gives crystal- tempts by several research groups. There in figure 2. More precise control of growth
lographic and morphological information, had even been speculation as to whether conditions overall is required for growth of
Oscillations in the intensity of the specular the surface chemistry of the (111) surface (111) GaAs compared to (100) GaAs as
RHEED beam have been observed and would allow such a growth mode. Recent- shown in table 1.
ascribed to atomic layer-by-layer growth. ly, scientists at the Wright Now that conditions for (111) growth
This type of growth is known to produce Laboratory/Materials Directorate have suc- have been established, the next step in
films of the highest quality and is the ceeded for the first time in determining the growing the strained-layer superlattice
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(SLS) structures is underway. This will +Ga (a) 476 C +Ga (d) 432 C
make quality materials available to test V
theoretical predictions, and open up a -Ga
whole new class of materials with impor-
tant Air Force applications. .Ga

PayoffZ, (b) 461 C
A recent series of publications by D. ( 60-

Smith of Los Alamos Laboratory and C. -Ga +Ga
Mailhiot of Xerox Corp. has predicted a sig- -ea

nificant advantage to a class of SLS's as Ga

EO materials. These SLS's take ad- +Ga
vantage of the fact that the IIl-V com- - -
pound semiconductors such as gallium (c) 447 C +Ga (f)393 C
arsenide (GaAs) are piezoelectric -Ga -Ga
materials, which means that when they are
strained, as in an SLS, very high electric ------ .
fields are set up in the crystal. These fields
can produce distortions of the electronic 0 5 10 15 20 0 5 10 15 20
band structure in ways that can lead to
favorable EO response. SLS materials are TIME (sec)
of particular interest to the Air Force due to Figure 2. IHEED intensity oscillations observed during growth of a GaAs (111) epitaxial
their predicted potential for high sensitivity, layer for several growth temperatures. Note the narrow range of temperatures over

easy processing into long wavelength in- which osci/ations can be observed.

frared detector materials, and production
of nonlinear optical materials with extraor-
dinarily large nonlinear optical coefficients.
A longstanding problem with devices for Orientation
optical computers is the need for materials (100) (111)B
with much higher nonlinear optical coeffi-
cients. SLS materials have the potential to PAs/PGa 10-20:1 5:1
fill this need. The problem with these
materials, however, is that to take maxi- TSUB 500-625 0 C 440-465 0 C
mum advantage of nonlinear optical effects
it is necessary to grow the SLS in the (111) Growth Rate 0.1-1 Nhr 1 p/hr
growth direction where the piezoelectric ef- Surface Reconstruction (2 x 4) Transition
fect is maximized. Since most previous SurfaceReconstruction _(2___4) _ Transition

epitaxial film growth work was done in the
(100) direction, a new growth direction was Table 1. Summarization of reported optimum conditions for epitaxial film growth by

needed. This capability is now available. MBE for GaAs (111) vs (100).

Contributing Organizations

and People

This work was carried out at the
Wright Laboratory under the technical
direction of Dr. T.W. Haas. Dr M.Y. Yen of
the University of Dayton was a key par-
ticipant in the growth studies. The work is
part of a program managed by Lt. Col.
Larry Burggraf of the Directorate of
Chemistry and Materials Science.
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A Novel Nonlinear Optical Effect in
Liquid-Filled Hollow Core Fibers

Achievement
Scientists at the State University of

New York (SUNY) at Buffalo have
demonstrated a novel nonlinear optical ef-
fect that can transform a monochromatic
laser pulse into a multicolored pulse of
coherent radiation. The method is in-
geniously simple and appears to be highly
promising for use onboard airborne or
space vehicles where a lightweight, easy-
to-service, portable device for simul-
taneously producing coherent radiation of
different wavelengths has many applica-
tions.

Background
In this technique, a laser beam is

focused into a hollow-core quartz-glass Figure 1. Experimental configuration for simulated Kerr scattering measurements using

fiber in which the core is filled with certain a liquid-core hollow fiber system.

common organic liquids such as CS2 or
benzene (see figure 1). The high-intensity spectrum of coherent radiation that can ex- sition into a Small Business Innovative Re-focused beam interacts with the liquid tend to over 1,000 nm into the near IR. A search (SBIR) program, which will test theover a long path leng since the beam is color photograph of a spectrum generated feasibility of this device concept and as-
oe alog pth let s the be a in this fashion is shown in figure 2. This sess commercial development. If success-
confined to the core of the fiber, which has

a length of from 0.5 to 5 m and a diameter novel technique has numerous ad- ful, advanced applications in high-speed

of from 10 to 100 m. The researchers varstages over other state-of-the-art optical telecommunications that simul-
propose that the high-intensity laser beam methods of producing coherent light simul- taneously require multiple laser

and long interaction length cause scatter- taneously at multiple wavelengths: (1) the wavelengths (e.g., wavelength division
ing by the Rayleigh-Kerr and Raman-Kerr spectral coverage is extremely broad; (2) multiplexing) would be able to operate
effects. In the optical Kerr effect, non- the medium is nonabsorptive and does with a single laser source instead of an in-
spherical molecules align themselves in a not involve problems associated with heat dividual laser source for each frequency
particular orientation to the lasers electric dissipation and thermal decomposition; required.

field. This optically induced anisotropic dis- and (3) the technique works with Contributing Organizations
tribution of molecules produces a variation nanosecond-length laser pulses. The lat- C n o zi
of the refraction index of the medium. ter is a critical point since the most coi-

Rayleigh and Raman scattering of light in mon continuum generation techniques The principal investigator of this ef-

this medium results in a broad-band, require picosecond or femtosecond pul- fort is Dr. Paras Prasad, director of the

quasi-continuous spectrum red-shifted ses, and rely on self-phase modulation. Photonics Research Laboratory, SUNY at
Buffalo. The program manager is Dr. Char-from the pump source. For example, a Payoff les Lee of the Directorate of Chemistry

pump beam from a frequency doubled The knowledge gained in this study and Materials Science.
nd lerhavig a avngtof 5 has been instrumental in enabling the tran-
nm generates a quasi-continuous
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0-SWITCHED YAG FREQUENCY OMA-III
YAG OSCILLATOR AMPLIFIER DOUBLER

3LIFUID-CORE FIBER
1FI- EI

LENS
COUPLING GRATING
CELL SPECTROGRAPH

Figure 2. Nonlinear effects in organic liquid-core hollow fiber.
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Improved Cermets Through Biomimetics

Achievement layers of calcium carbonate (CaCO3), ap- than can be obtained with the best

An AFOSR-sponsored research ef- proximately 95 percent by volume, and a aerospace-quality cermets such as boron

fort has resulted in the preparation of a biopolymeric membrane, approximately 5 carbide-aluminum (B4C-AI), as shown in

uniquely designed cermet that has ex- percent by volume (figure 1). The figure 2. In addition, the biopolymeric

hibited a significant improvement in membrane has been postulated to play a membrane will denature and decompose

mechanical properties compared with its regulating role in forming the aragonite at temperatures well below those ob-

conventionally designed analog. Cermets, crystal structure of the CaCO3. Measuring tainable with the cermet. It was deduced,

ceramic-metal composites, are candidate the mechanical properties of the abalone however, that the important attribute of the

materials for structural applications in high- shell nacre revealed that the layered com- biopolymeric membrane for enhancing

temperature environments such as turbine posite design afforded an order of mag- mechanical properties was its low

engines and NASP airframes. The inspira- nitude improvement in both strength and modulus relative to the modulus of the

tion for the novel design used for the cer- toughness over monolithic CaCO3 (figure CaCO3. Upon analyzing the modulus

met was the nacre section of the abalone 2). This level of strength is comparable to relationships in the B4C-Al cermet, it was

shell. Structural architectures have been many monolithic ceramics such as concluded that the aluminum could be con-

optimized through evolution in living or- aluminum oxide (AI203), zirconium oxide sidered a low modulus material relative to

ganisms over millions of years to provide (ZrO2), and boron carbide (B4C), as the very high modulus B4C. The usual

survival advantages over competing or- shown in figure 2. However, in terms of design of such a cermet consists of a con-

ganisms in a given environment. Most of toughness, the nacre is significantly supe- tinuous phase of B4C with aluminum in.

these architectures have been found to be rior. The major mechanisms responsible filtrated into the void regions. To mimic the

highly sophisticated compared with man- for the toughness of the nacre were deter- nacre structure, the 84C-Al cermet was

made designs for synthetic materials. The mined to be sliding of the CaCO3 layers modified by fabricating it in the form of a

most direct way to use the naturally occur- on the membrane and bridging of the laminate with thin layers of aluminum alter-

ring architecture is to use the material con- CaCO3 platelets by ligament formation nating with thick layers of cermet (figure

taming the architecture. For many from the membrane. 1). The resultant composite material ex-

aerospace applications, however, environ- Payoff hibited a significant improvement in

mental temperatures exceeding 300 OF The strength and toughness ex- strength and toughness over the un-

preclude the use of naturally occurring hibited by the layered nacre are much less
materials because their chemistry cannot
withstand such temperatures. Biomimetics
offers a way around this problem. Model-
ing of the architecture of a natural system CSco3 B4CAI

such as an abalone shell using tempera- BIOPOLYMER A[
ture-resistant, aerospace-quality, non-
natural materials is an example of caco3 64C-A
biomrimetics,

Background BIOPOLYMER Al

The research group involved in this cSco3 B4C-AI
effort at the University of Washington ini-
tially carried out an extensive study of the BIOPOLYMER Al
structure of the abalone shell using trans-
mission and scanning electron micros- cc03 B4CA

copy. The result of this study was the
discovery that the hard part of the shells, NACRE B4C-AI CERMET
called the nacre, consisted of alternating Figure 1. Layered structure of abalone shell nacre and B4C-AI cermet.
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modified cermet (figure 2). Both strength A 20

and toughness increased 30 to 40 percent. WCCo

Contributing Organizations 16 - B4C-AI
and People Lx ,x

Professors Ilhan Aksay and Mehmet 12
Sarikaya are the leaders of the research Haliotis
effort at the University of Washington. rutescens
This research is part of a biotechnology in- " II '-' A1203-AI
itiative in the chemical reactivity and syn- 1. 8 A l

thesis program at AFOSR, managed by .4 ZrO2
Dr. Fred L Hedberg of the Directorate of SiC Si3N4(HP)to 4 -1B4C 0
Chemistry and Materials Science. The L- Si3N4(SC) 4

achievements in this program have been *CaCO3 0A203
a strong supporting factor in developing a o
new AFOSR initiative on biomimetics. 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Specific Flexural Strength [MPa/(g/c)]

Figure 2. Strength and toughness values for various ceramics, cermets, and abalone
shell (holiotis rufescens).
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Diffusion Barriers in High-Temperature
Metal Matrix Composites

Achievement hours is shown in figures 1 and 2 (center). at high temperature is evident in figure 2

Reactions of niobium with reinforce- Figure 1 is based upon AES profiles and (right), and compares quite favorably to

ments of SiC and A1203 have been inves- figure 2 shows TEM microstructural the substantially reacted interface region

tigated in detail by scientists at the evaluations. However, niobium did not of a similarly heated specimen without a

Lockheed Research Laboratory under the react with A1203 for times up to 2 hours at diffusion barrier (figure 2 (center)).

sponsorship of AFOSR. Niobium was 1200 °C. Based on this information, an Background
deposited on SiC and A1203, and the A1203 diffusion barrier was selected to mini-

specimens were heated in vacuum for up mize interfacial reactions of Nb with SiC. Metal matrix composites based on

to 8 hours in the temperature range of 800 Figure 1 (right) shows an AES profile of a refractory metals are strong candidates for

to 1200 QC. Reactions occurring at the in- Nb/AI203/SiC specimen heated to 1200 C advanced materials for engines due to

terfaces were evaluated using Auger for 2 hours and demonstrates that the 500_ their high strength, reasonable modulus of

electron spectroscopy (AES), scanning nm A1203 layer is effective as a diffusion elasticity and good thermal stability.

electron microscopy (SEM), and transmis- barrier. The effectiveness of the diffusion Niobium (Nb) matrix composites are par-

sion electron microscopy (TEM). Niobium barrier is also demonstrated in figure 2 in ticularly attractive because of their low

reacted extensively with SiC at tempera- which SEM cross-sectional images are density and high specific strength. How-

tures above 900 C. An example of reac- shown of similar specimens to those in fig- ever, reactions occurring at internal inter-

tion products forming at 1200 C after 2 ure 1. The integrity of the interface region faces between the Nb matrix and the

* FULL POTENTIAL OF HTMMC IS NOT REALIZED DUE TO IN- • A1203 FOUND TO BE EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION BARRIER IN
TERFACIAL REACTIONS. Nb/SIC SYSTEM.

* ONE APPROACH TO MINIMIZE REACTIONS IS INCORPORA- * RESULTS PROVIDE SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR DESIGN OF
TION OF DIFFUSION BARRIERS. HTMMC.

• AUGER PROFILING TRACKS INTERDIFFUSION AND REAC-
TIONS AT ATOMIC LEVEL.

Nb/SiC Nb/SiC Nb/A[203/SiC
100 100 100

AS DEPOSITED 1200 'C, 2h 1200*C, 2h
so Nb : 80 • 80

2 0 0 Nb

6s0 Nb <~60c -C60 Si0
C Si

340 040 Z0 A

2O 020 -20 c o<i Z, <S

0 0 , 0, 0
0 600 1200 1800 2400 0 1200 2400 3600 0 480 960 1440 1920 2400

THICKNESS (nm) THICKNESS (nm) THICKNESS (nm)

sic . Nb5Si4C SiC Nb A sic[A m vl Si Z, 500 nm Si

Nb2C

Figure 1. Diffusion bamers in high-temperature metal matrix composites.
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reinforcement are often found and are un- can be detrimental to composite strength, tain exceptional mechanical properties at
desirable. When the reinforcement is con- ductility, and corrosion behavior. This very high operating temperatures.
sumed during the reaction undesirable reflects the importance of understanding Contributing Organizations
properties result, such as (a) load-carrying and controlling the early stages of interfa- C n o i o
ability is lowered; (b) intermetallic phases cial reactions. and People
form and deteriorate mechanical proper- This research was performed at
ties and corrosion resistance; and (c) Payoff Lockheed/Palo Alto by Drs. J. Wadsworth
voids and cracks form at the interfaces This research could lead to future Air and A. Joshi. The program was managed
resulting in an ineffective composite for Force engines for aircraft and spacecraft by Dr. Alan H. Rosenstein of the Direc-
high-temperature applications. Formation that require advanced materials that main- torate of Chemistry and Materials Science.
of reaction layers as small as 0.1 micron

Nb sic Nb sic Nbsic

-.. AI203

*5 pm
NbSixCy compounds

Nb/SiC As Deposited Nb/SiC 1200 C, 2h Nb/A1203/SiC 1200 C, 2h
Figure 2. SEM images of Nb/SiC specimens.
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Nucleation and Growth in Chemical
Vapor Deposition

Achievement rent understanding of the relationship be- Background
Researchers at the Oak Ridge Na- tween the CVD process and the Figure 1 illustrates the light-scatter-

tional Laboratory have developed a tool to microstructure and properties of the resul- ing concept. A He-Ne laser is directed at
study nucleation and growth during chemi- tant material is qualitative and empirical, the substrate surface, and a photodiode
cal vapor deposition (CVD). This techni- Better design and control of CVD array is used to measure the intensity of
que, based on light scattering, can be materials will be possible with an im- the scattered light In theory, the light scat-
used as an in situ, noninvasive method to proved understanding of the nucleation tered from the surface contains all the in-
monitor the evolution of the surface topog- and growth processes that determine the formation necessary to characterize the
raphy. A wide variety of polycrystalline microstructure. The goal of the current pro- surface topography. As shown, the an-
coatings and thin films can be produced gram is to understand the nucleation and gular scattering spectrum can be analyzed
by CVD. Chemical vapor infiltration (CVI), growth mechanisms during the CVD of to obtain a description of the surface
which is CVD in a porous structure, is a re- polycrystalline materials, using SiC as a profile. The mathematical transforms that
lated technique that is used commercially model material, and emphasizing in situ are used to accomplish this were first
to produce composites for high-tempera- measurements. developed to analyze electrical signals,
ture structural applications. In spite of its which are typically modeled as Gaussian
technological importance, most of the cur- random processes. These methods are

LIGHT SCATTERING CAN BE USED AS AN IN-SITU

BMONITOR OF THE SURFACE MORPHOLOGY
rGA

* The evolution of the surface topography during CVD is S / A

determined by nucleation and growth mechanisms. SPCU' i

* Light scattering provides a quantitative description of the
surface topography.

SCA ITTF.MTISCTTW .11. prLE
* Nucleation and growth rates could nWg be obtained from KT-T-

conventional light scattering analyses, so new methods ,,,
were developed. -

OBSERVATIONS
THE NUCLEATION AND GROWTH RATES CAN BE OBTAINED

FROM LIGH-SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS * The nucleation and growth rates that were measured with
ligh scattering agree with direct electron microscopy

ANGULAR SCATTERING observations.
-,r S ,.RFCE SPECTRUM

.... * Light scattering measurements show that the nucleation
. "rate decreases rapidly as deposition proceeds, which

indicates the existence of preferred nucleation sites.

Figure 1. Light-scattering concept.
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applicable because of the mathematical the feature sizes obtained from light-scat-

similarity between a waveform and a sur- tering measurements agree with the ac-
face profile. However, the surfaces that tual feature sizes that were observed by
are generated by CVD are not Gaussian scanning electron microscopy. Figure 2
profiles, thus the parameters that are ob- shows SiC surface features on a polished

tained from these established methods polycrystalline SiC substrate that were ob-

are semiempirical. served after 60 seconds at 3.3 kPa and

Measuring the size and number den- 1000 °C, with gas flows of 20 cm3/min of

sity or the submicron surface features MTS and 2000 cm3/min of H2. Image

provides a more quantitative description of analysis of SEM micrographs of this sur-
nucleation and growth. Techniques to per- face produced a distribution of featureform these analyses have been sizes. Comparing this distribution to adeveloped, using both numerical Mont- model of nucleation and growth onCarlo simulations and analytical shot- specific surface sites gave a growth rate

noise models to describe the surface of 2.0 nm/s and an initial nucleation rate5 1fJm

topography. Although these methods are of 1.4 x 105 nuclei/mm /s. Analyzing the Figure 2. SiC surface features on a

an improvement over the standard Gaus- light-scattering spectrum obtained from polished polycrystalline SiC substrate.

sian approaches, they do not account for this surface with the same nucleation and

the fact that the actual CVD-generated growth model gave comparable values of

surfaces consist of a distribution of feature 2.1 nm/s for the growth rate and 1.1 x 10 and reentry applications would greatly

sizes. This distribution is a function of the nuclei/mm/s for the nucleation rate. benefit from this application.

nucleation and growth rates during deposi- Payoff Contributing Organizations
tion. These rates have been measured This light-scattering diagnostic tool is and People
directly from the light-scattering spectra by valuable for studying nucleation and
incorporating specific nucleation and This research was performed by Dr.

got moespific tad r ho-os growth. It is particularly useful for making Brian W. Sheldon and Dr. Theodore M.
growth models into a standard shot-noise in situ measurements of the evolution of BrianW o ad Natioal

CVD microstructures; a CVD system with Lesmann of Oak Ridge National
Experimentally, the light-scattering this in situ capability has been designed Laboratory, as part of a program

technique was used to examine SiC sur- and is currently being constructed and managed at AFOSR by Lt. Col. Larry W.

face features that were generated by the tested. The application of this technique Burggraf of the Directorate of Chemist

CVD of silicon carbide from will lead to a better understanding of the and Materials Science.

methyltrichlorosilane (MTS). Using the microstructure of films deposited on struc-

analytical methods that were developed, tural substrates. Stealthy thin films or films
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DIRECTORATE OF PHYSICS AND
ELECTRONICS

Research in this area provides the The program is of substantial scien- development programs. The nine ac-
fundamental knowledge needed to ad- tific breadth, extending from quantum complishments selected this year were
vance Air Force operational capabilities in physics to the understanding of engineer- chosen for their scientific excellence and
weapons technology, surveillance, ing issues such as electronic or photonic because they demonstrate how new scien-
guidance, and control; information and sig- systems performance. This breadth easily tific knowledge can satisfy military needs.
nal processing; and communications, com- leads to opportunities to transfer
mand, and control. generated knowledge into Air Force
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Spectroscopy of Fundamental
Semiconductor Properties

Achievement Magnetic field range - 0 to 7 T transmission peak for each magnetic field

Many important material parameters In the short time during which this value as shown in figure 1. The energy

and properties of heterostructures are spectroscopy system has been in opera- position of this peak, which is the energy

being studied at the Wright Laboratory tion, several studies involving various separation between neighboring Landau

through a unique cyclotron resonance heterostructures have been initiated. One levels, is a function of the strength of B

spectroscopy system. This technique al- study concerns the far-infrared cyclotron and the effective mass of the electrons in

lows for the investigation of a variety of ar- resonance (CR) spectra of an AlGa- the levels. Notice in this figure how the

tificially structured materials such as Sb/InAs SQW structure. An example of peak position shifts to higher energy

multiple quantum wells, superlattices, and one of the results obtained is shown in fig- (larger wavenumber) as B is increased.

high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) ure 1. This figure illustrates how the CR This is expected because the Landau

structures. Direct information about impor- spectrum changes as a function of mag- level (LL) splitting becomes larger as the

tant material parameters has been ob- netic field (B) for the two-dimensional field increases. In addition, cyclic varia-

tained for GaAs/AIGaAs HEMT and electron gas (2DEG) formed in this SOW. tions (i.e., oscillations) of the CR spectrum

AIGaSb/InAs single quantum well (SOW) In the presence of a magnetic field, amplitude and full width at half maximum

structures that will lead to improvements the electronic level(s) in the well will split (FsHM) are observed as a function of B

in material performance for specific into a series of Landau sublevels. An

electronic device applications, electronic transition between the highest the CR spectra indicate that the effective
mass of the charge carriers as well as theBackgoundoccupied and lowest vacant sublevels can

Background be photo-induced, giving rise to a CR scattering time of the 2DEG exhibit

The spectroscopic facility for explor-
ing the magneto-optical behavior of these
engineered materials was recently ac- 1.05
quired by the Materials Directorate at
Wright Laboratory. The system is capable
of providing a variety of absorption, trans-

rn0.95mission, and photoconductivity measure-
C

ments on virtually any bulk or layered film
samples.

The main research focus is currently " 0.85
directed at thin film semiconductor
microstructures such as HEMTs and E
SOWs. The system includes a high-resolu- -. T

tion Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) 1

spectrometer and three variable-tempera- 5 4 3 2 = v

ture cryostats, one of which contains a 7 UT
Tesla split coil superconducting magnet. 0.65
The basic capabilities of the system are 20 70 120 170 220
as follows: Wave Number (cm -1

Wavelength range - 10 to 22,000
Figure 1. Far-infrared cyclotron resonance spectra of the 2DEG incm1 (0.5 tol OOOpm) Alo6Gao.4Sb/lnAs/AIo. 6Gao.4Sb taken in the magnetic field range of 1.3-6.7 T at inter-

Maximum resolution - 0.0026 cm1  vals of 0.2 Ti Sample temperature = 4.2 K The vertical arrows indicate integer filling
factors (v) of LL s. Notice that the minima in the amplitudes of the CR spectra corre-

Temperature range - 1.7 K to 300 K late very well with v. The sample was grown by MBE at Wright Laboratory.
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oscillatory behavior similar to that of the Payoff ploitation of their potential requires
amplitude and FWHM. The oscillatory be- Advanced Air Force weapons and detailed knowledge of the 2DEG formed
havior of various CR parameters was communications systems require high- at the interfaces and knowledge of the
found to correlate with integer filling fac- speed computing and signal processing resultant materials' band structures.
tors (v) of LL's, which are shown in figure capabilities. Improving and developing Contributing Organizations
1 as the vertical arrows. It should be compound semiconductor materials and and People
pointed out that integer filling factors structures will provide unique oppor-
mean that the corresponding LL's are com- tunities for advances and applications in This research is being performed as

pletely full. Based on the correlation be- high-speed signal processing, communica- a cooperative venture between Mr. D. W.

tween v and CR parameters, one can tions, and surveillance. Thin film semicon- Fischer of the Materials Directorate and

explain the above oscillatory behavior in ductor heterostructures are assuming Dr. M. 0. Manasreh of the Solid-State

terms of electron-impurity interactions and increasing importance in electronic and Electronics Directorate, Wright

screening effects. opto-electronic devices because they can Laboratory. It is part of a program

be designed, or bandgap engineered, for managed by Dr. Horst R. Wittmann and
betiu designeormbandcap Hoeierd, fol e Maj. Gernot S. Pomrenke of the Direc-optimum performance. However, full ex-

torate of Physics and Electronics.
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High-Temperature Superconductor Films

Achievement layer of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) viously, many research groups worldwide

A collaboration of Stanford Univer- using a fully in situ pulsed laser deposition had attempted without success to produce

sity and Xerox Palo Alto Research Center process. This sandwich-like combination such high-quality films on substrates that

scientists has produced exceptionally high- of a superconductor and a semiconductor could be of practical value in microwave

quality, technologically relevant films of yt- (figure 1) represents an important first and other high-frequency circuitry.

trium barium copper oxide (YBCO), a step in coupling semiconductor Background

so-called high-temperature superconduc- microelectronic devices with the unique The high quality of the films

tor (HTS), in proximity to silicon sub- capabilities of superconductors to provide
strates. These films were grown epitaxially a hybrid class of devices with superior per- produced (comparable to the most

on silicon wafers with the aid of a buffer formance and new capabilities. Pre- favorable values reported for films on

DEPOSITION CHARACTERISTICS

* Pulsed Laser • High Tc of86 K • Low noise at Tc

" YBCO * High jc of 4.6 x 106 A/cm 2

* YSZ buffer layer at 77 K APPLICATIONS
* Silicon substrate • Low microwave surface
* Ordered Epitaxial Growth resistance • Low noise, sensitive

IR detector
Crystal Structure

Passive microwave
* 0 components

E) Ba• Hybrid supercon/semicon

circuits

@Cu AFOSR CONTRACTORS

oSi • Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center

0 oY Stanford University

* Zr YBCO

ySz~......................... U........ ..............

Si1

Layer Structure

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the epitaxial growth of high-quality, superconductive YBCO on a substrate ot silicon, with an

intermediate buffer layer on YSZ. Grown by a unique laser-deposition system, this composite film of a superconductor and a semi-

conductor is the starting point for a new generation of hybrid electronic devices.
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SrTiO3 and MgO, two substrate materials Hybrid superconducting-semicon- at very low temperatures that could be ob-
with superior lattice matching but with un- ducting devices may be as simple as the tained only in the presence of liquid
desirable dielectric properties) is ex- application of superconducting intercon- helium. The increased size and power re-
emplified by their high critical-current nects to semiconductor and normal metal quired, as well as problems relating to the
density, e.g., in a 30-nm thick film this was circuit elements, or they may be far more long-term reliability of refrigeration units,
found to be 2x10 7 Ncm2 at 4.2 K and complex, involving monolithic integration had diminished interest in the use of su-
2.2x1 0 Ncm2 at 77 K, as well as by a of HTS devices onto semiconductor perconductive electronics for aerospace
zero-resistance critical temperature of wafers containing conventional VLSI applications. With the evolution of a new
about 87 K, perconducting transition CMOS circuits or even devices that rely superconductive thin-film technology that
width of 1 K, and a relatively low room- on the specific interplay between the can operate effectively at temperatures re-
temperature (300 K) resistivity of 0.28 electronic properties of superconductors quiring only liquid nitrogen, superconduc-
mOhm-cm. X-ray diffraction scans further and semiconductors. tivity-based electronics becomes a more
indicate good in-plane, epitaxial align- Payoff viable alternative for higher performance
ment, within one and two degrees for the aerospace systems.
YSZ and YBCO respectively. Both active and passive supercon-

ductive electronic devices are expected to Contributing Organizations
The pulsed laser ablation deposition find application in Air Force systems relat- and People

system uses a unique 10-sided polygon ing to IR detection and microwave recep- This research was carried out
target holder that has an equal number of tion. Superconductive components primarily at the Xerox Palo Alto Research
rot-prsed trgdetion tsces agenerally operate at higher speed with Center under the direction of Dr. Neville
(roated o pv ablaton p~lesc r lower noise and dissipation of power than Connell and Dr. James Boyce, with partial
(produced by a 308-nm XeCl excimer do semiconductor and metallic coin- support provided by an AFOSR contract.
Hz. Additionally, the deposition system ponents. These more desirable qualities A major contribution to this effort came
Heatu.e Additial the deositiond m are especially welcome in aerospace sys- from David Fork, a Ph.D. candidate at
features a N2-purged glove box and a

load lock to introduce hydrogen-ter- tems that require almost instantaneous Stanford, where the research was sup-

minated silicon wafers, and it has a water- sensing and signal processing in a coin- ported primarily by AFOSR funding. Both

cooled shroud to reduce heating from the pact package. Until recently, the only of these AFOSR research programs are

substrate heater. known superconductors that could be managed by Dr. Harold Weinstock of the
used for such operations could do so only Directorate of Physics and Electronics.
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Novel Microwave Power Device

Achievement device that offers performance com- It also leads to the higher output power

A new record for microwave power parable to InP. density. The measured power density at a

output from a GaAs field effect transistor The diagram, figure 1, shows the frequency of 1 GHz is 1.57 W/mm. In com-

(FET) has been demonstrated by a team multiple-layered structure used in the parison, the best reported commercial

at MIT/Lincoln Laboratory. The device in- device. The novel aspect of the design is GaAs FET figure is 1.4 W/mm. The best

corporates a novel insulating layer, an ear- the use of thin layers of 'low-temperature' silicon MISFET result is 0.3 W/mm. The

lier discovery of the team. (LT) GaAs. Here, LT refers to GaAs grown corresponding value for an InP FET is 4

via MBE at extremely low growth tempera- W/mm. Other performance figures-of-
Background tures. This material has recently been merit such as transconductance, gain,

For many microwave or millimeter shown to have remarkable structural, and power-added efficiency equal or ex-
wave power applications, the device of electronic, and optical properties. ceed the values for conventional GaAs
choice is a three-terminal structure known This first application demonstration structures.
as an FET. For higher frequencies, corn- for LT material was the near-elimination of These results are based upon early,
pound semiconductor materials such as backgating in digital and analog GaAs cir- unoptimized devices. Efforts are currently
GaAs or indium phosphide (InP) are cuits. The lower LT GaAs layer in the underway to redesign the structure for
chosen for their performance advantage device diagram is for this purpose. The higher frequency operation. The same
over the more common silicon. InP FET's new application in this device is the LT device is promising for microwave switch-
have shown the highest power output den- layer beneath the gate contact. This in- ing applications due to the low gate
sity for any material. However, InP sulating layer produces a MISFET (metal- capacitance, low channel resistance, and
materials and device technology are much insulator-semiconductor) device. The high breakdown voltage.
less mature than for GaAs, and, particular- effect of this layer is to increase the gate- Payoff
ly, for silicon. Thus, there is considerable drain breakdown voltage from 15 V
interest in finding a GaAs high-frequency (without the I T gate layer) to over 40 V. tion to a variety of Air Force electronics

STRUCTURE

ADVANTAGES
SOURCE GATE DRAIN S HIGH BREAKDOWN VOLTAGES

-0.2 m e ABII.ITY TO HEAVILY DOPE THE CHANNEL AND
AI 10 nm FORWARD BIAS GATE PROVIDES

h"GaB s if 4. x.] 1017 R ,-3 0.1 - THE HIGH CURRENT
lU144 10 nm - LOW ON-RESISTANCE

IT G"] 1.0 Pm 0 LOW SUBSTRATE LEAKAGE

S] GaZs SUBSTRATE 0 LT GaAs INSULATOR PROVIDES LOWER AND MORE
-A CONSTANT GATE CAPACITANCE

0 COMPATIBLE WITH CONVENTIONAL PLANAR
TECHNOLOGY

OUTPUT POWER DENSITY = 1.57 W/mm

Figure 1. Low-temperature GaAs MISFET
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systems requiring high-frequency solid- cies within a smaller volume, while improv- by A.R. Calawa and Frank Smith. The pro-
state power sources. In particular, this ing frequency agility, gram was managed by Dr. Gerald Witt of
device is predicted to revolutionize the Contributing Organizations the Directorate of Physics and Electronics.
power modules in phased arrays and
similar applications. It will be possible to and People
achieve higher powers and higher frequen- The research was performed at

MIT/incoln Laboratory by a team headed
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High-Performance Gallium
Antimonide-Based Devices

Achievement To study these devices, structures AISbIAISbo.gAso.j barrier layer, and finally

Researchers at Columbia University were grown by MBE on InP semi-insulat- a GaSb layer for passivation. AlSbo.gAso.1

working with new semiconductor materials ing substrates. As shown in figure 1, a typi- was employed as a part of the barrier

have produced a device with extremely su- cal structure consists of a GaSb/AISb layer since the addition of arsenic (As) to

perior transport properties. The group superlattice layer (SL), and an aluminum AlSb further increases the valence band

studied and demonstrated the first p-chan- gallium antimonide (AIGaSb) buffer layer, offset to GaSb and improves the gate con-

nel gallium antimonide (GaSb) modulation- a GaSb channel, and an tact characteristics. The AlSb layer

doped field-effect transistor (MODFET).
The research has the potential to sig- Source Gate Drain
nificantly affect complementary logic in- -F~TT. [ 1
tegrated circuits based on compound
semiconductors. 50/A GaSb Cap

AISb 0.9 As o.i 100 A 3x1 018 p-type
Background AlSb 100 A 3x101' p-type

The Air Force continues to require

electronic materials and devices with im- AlSb Spacer 40 A undoped

proved performance characteristics such GaSb Channel 100 A undoped

as those based on III-V compound semi- AlGaSb Buffer lpm

conductors. In the case of the technologi- GaSb/AISb S.L.
cally important gallium arsenide (GaAs) SI. Substrate (InP)
Ill-V semiconductor, the electron mobility
is 10 times that of silicon; however, the Figure 1. Schematic cross-section of GaSb p-channel MODFET

hole mobility is lower. As a result, the per-
formance of GaAs-based complementary
circuits is limited by the p-channel device.
To address this performance limit of GaAs
and also aluminum gallium arsenide (Al- -3.0 0 -
GaAs), the GaSb p-channel FET's were in- Vg:. 2 to -. 5V
vestigated due to the superior hole -2.5 -
transport properties.

The hole mobility of GaSb (850 -2.0

cm2N-s) is more than twice the value of R

GaAs (400 cm2/V-s). Furthermore, a large , -1.5
valence band offset exists between the
GaSb channel and AISbAs barrier layer, -1.0
which reduces gate leakage and allows
thinner barrier layers to be used. These -0.5
factors assist in minimizing static power, -

dissipation and further increase the perfor- 0.0 _ at
mance over GaAs-based complementary 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 -1.2
circuits.

Vd(V)
Figure 2. Output characteristic of the transistor at 77 K.
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adjacent to the channel improves the the gate circuit.) In addition, the devices ultimate performance IIl-V semiconductor-

channel interface quality and thus the exhibited gate leakage currents that when based complementary ,,. rostructure

transport in the channel. measured at 77 K are three orders of mag- FET. This research has the potential of

Conventional FET processing was nitude lower than the maximum drain substantially increasing the speed and

employed to fabricate the devices, and saturation current. re!iability of future Air Force computer and

mesas were defined by wet chemical etch- Payoff communication systems.

ing. Devices of 1-pm gate length exhibit Thus, GaSb p-channel MODFET's Contributing Organizations

transconductances at a temperature of 77 with a high transconductance and low- and People

K in the range of 220 to 283 mS/mm as gate leakage have been demonstrated. This research program was per-
demonstrated in figure 2. These represent These devices could be integrated with in- formed by a group at Columbia University
the highest transconductances of any com- dium arsenide (InAs) device structures to headed by Professor W.I. Wang. The pro-

pound p-channel heterostructure FET pub- form a complementary circuit technology gram was managed by Maj. Gernot S.

lished to date and demonstrate the based on InAs/AlSb/GaSb. The superior Pomrenke of the Directorate of Physics

superior transport properties of the GaSb transport properties of electrons in InAs and Electronics.

channel. (The transconductance is a and holes in GaSb and their band offsets

device measure of the change in drain cur- to AISb or AISbAs make this possibly the

rent resulting from a change in voltage in
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Rigorous, Simple Measure of Laser
Beam Quality Introduced and Applied

Achievement times helpful, they are ambiguous in defini- Payoff

An important new concept, the so- tion, and quite often give very misleading The quality of laser beams used in

called M factor, has been conceived and results (figure 2). The M factor, in con- Air Force systems such as target desig-
studieu Lo define and measure the quality trast, provides a unique and meaningful nators, rangefinders, illuminators, com-
of a laser beam. The availability of this way to characterize and compare laser municators, and potentially, as weapons,
concept, together with relatively simple beams. is vitally important to the system perfor-
measuring instrumentation, makes it pos- The M2 factor is defined in terms of mance. The ability to define and directly
sible to compare performance of different the variance of the intensity distribution, measure a simple but unique and rigorous
laser systems in a meaningful way, and or across the beam and the variance of its single parameter of quality will lead to
also makes possible improved perfor- angular spread, up*. Both of these quan- dramatic improvements in characterizing
mance tuning of laser devices and more tities can be rigorously defined and calcu- existing systems and developing future
reliable design of laser beam transmission lated for any real laser beam. The studies ones.
systems. show that, for free space propagation, the The M2 factor has a number of in-

Background intensity variance has a minimum value, portant features that make it a uniquely
oro (analogous to the beam "waist7 for an practical and useful measure of laser

The ability to put laser energy on a ideal Gaussian beam), and the angular beam quality. It is
target depends critically on the quality of variance is a constant. Further, it can be
the laser beam (figure 1). Despite this, shown that, for any beam, the product (a) rigorously definable even for ir-

there has not been, in the past, a simple oroop is always equal to or greater than regular or multimode laser beams, yet is

parameter that could characterize and 1/2n, and equal when the beam is an simple in concept;

compare the quality of different laser ideal Gaussian beam. The M2 factor is (b) meaningful for characterizing
beams. A variety of parameters have defined as the space-beamwidth product, both far-field beam spread and higher
been commonly used to describe laser (oroop relative to the space-beamwidth order mode content of a laser beam;
beam quality. Although they are some- product) for an ideal, Gaussian beam, and (c) useful as guidance for designers

is therefore 2noroup. M2 thus has the con- of optical beam trains and focusing sys-
venient property that it is equal to one for tems for a laser system;
a true, Gaussian mode beam, and is al- (d) easy to measure on real laser
ways greater than one for a less than systems; and
ideal beam. (e) easy to use in optical system

design calculations.

00 80%
1.0 01* 20% 1.0 00 100%

0.5 0.5

0.0 0.0
-2 -1 0 1 2 -2 -1 0 1 2

Figure 1. The ability to put laser energy Figure 2. M 2m e te r dramatically illustrates that small changes in laser tuning, leading
on a target depends, vitally, on the to imperceptible changes in appearance of the output beam, can result in large,
quality of the laser beam sudden changes in beam quality.
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The rigorous definition of M2, and in the appearance of the output beam, can Professor Siegman's laboratory to
the relationships derived for it and its as- nonetheless result in large, sudden chan- develop an instrument that can display M2

sociated variances, have led to the ges in beam quality (figure 2). from a pulsed laser, measured from a

development of a commercial instrument, Contributing single input pulse. The AFOSR program

an M2 meter,* for displaying directly the Organizations manager is Dr. Howard Schlossberg of

value of M2 for a continuous wave beam and People the Directorate of Physics and Electronics.

impinging on it. The development and its The conception and study of the M

commercial sale represents an important concept was conducted by Professor An-

example of university/industrial technology thony E. Siegman of Stanford University, For very astigmatic beams it is useful to

transfer. Use of the M2 meter can dramati- together with Drs. Tom Johnston and define M2 and its associated variances

cally illustrate its importance, demonstrat- M.W. Sassnett of Coherent Corporation, separately for two perpendicular axes

ing directly that small changes in laser which is marketing the CW beam-measur- along the beam.

tuning, leading to imperceptible changes ing instrument. Research is underway in
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Entire Visible Spectrum Produced
From Single Laser Spectral Component

Achievement
Recent work performed at the Phil-

lips Laboratory Center in nonlinear optics
in fibers has produced spectral corn- blue
ponents that cover the entire visible "'"
spectrum from a single injected spectral
component.

!J .... reen
Background

The process that generates these
frequencies is phase-matched four-wave
mixing. The researchers launch 532-nm Q- Figure 1. The wave vectors of the three wavelengths involved in the phase-matched

switched pulses down a multimode fiber four-wave mixing process observed in optical fibers.

and observe phase-matched four-wave since they can obtain large intensities the phenomenon might also be used in a
mixing. This process involves the absorp- over long interaction lengths. In addition, compact color display.
tion of two green (532 nm) photons and they are inexpensive and physically robust Contributing Organizations
the emission of a blue (440 nm) photon compared with typical nonlinear crystals. an Ople
and a red (640 nm) photon. The process This nonlinear phenomenon can con- and People
is not observed in a single-mode fiber, in- veniently shift the frequencies of available This work was performed at the Phil-
dicating that transverse modes of the fiber sources to spectral regions more ap- lips Laboratory Center for Nonlinear Op-
are necessary to satisfy the phase-match- propriate for specific applications (e.g., at- tics by Dr. Karl Koch. The program was
ing conditions. Figure 1 shows the relative mospheric transmission windows, infrared sponsored by AFOSR, and managed at
angles of the wave vectors of the three detection electronics). The process is also the Phillips Laboratory by Dr. Chris
fields involved in the process. important in fiber-optic communication, in- Clayton and at AFOSR by Dr. Howard

Payoff creasing the capacity of information trans- Schlossberg of the Directorate of Physics

Optical fibers provide an excellent mission by using a number of wavelength and Electronics.

medium for studying nonlinear effects bands. In addition to these applications,
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New Computational Methods Provide
Dramatic Supercomputer

Performance Improvements for Many
Air Force Applications

Achievement have required 10 to 500 supercomputers. Force Weapons Laboratory, where it will

With the development of the ACES Furthermore, ACES II is the only program be used by Air Force scientists and con-

(Advanced Concepts in Electronic Struc- that allows the use of general contracted tractors in applications such as high-ener-

ture) program system, there has been a Gaussian functions in the evaluation of gy density materials (searching for

major advance both in theory and in com- CC/MBPT analytical gradients (important candidate systems for unusual means of

putational methods for calculating the for applications in nonlinear optics). energy storage), nonlinear optical proper-

electronic structures of molecular sys- Background ties of materials (for frequency multiplica-

tems. These programs are based on the tion of laser radiation, laser designator

highly accurate coupled-cluster (ad ACES was initially written for scalar, applications, and explaining the optical
many-bdy prurbat ule-cter ( ) small-memory machines, and even properties of the atmosphere), and plume
many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) though it evolved into a CRAY supercom- detection and identification (obtaining infor-
metos, whchadd theoent al elfct puter version, certain essential elements mation on rocket plume interactions with
of electron correlation onto an SCF (self- in the program structure were inap- the atmosphere for detection and sensor
consistent field) or other single deter- propriate to the CRAY environment. An ob- design).
minant starting point. The CC and MBPT servation of how to organize the CC
methods are the result of extensive equations in terms of the minimum set of Contributing Organizations
theoretical research. intermediates and how to efficiently incor- and People

The improvement in progran. perfor- porate Abelian symmetry into CC/MBPT The CC theory and MBPT methods
mance has been dramatic. ACES I1, which applications led to the production of an en- and the ACES computer programs based
permits CC/MBPT calculations with up to tirely new version, ACES II, directed on them are the work of Professor Rodney
about 250 functions, performs at factors of toward vector machines like the CRAY J. Bartlett and his colleagues in the Quan-
10 to 500 (depending on molecular sym- YMP. tum Theory Project at the University of
metry) faster than the well-known and Florida. The AFOSR program manager is
widely used Gaussian 90 program. One PDr. Ralph E. Kelley of the Directorate of
supercomputer can now be used to per- ACES II is currently being installed Physics and Electronics.
form calculations that would previously on the CRAY supercomputer at the Air
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Fast-Recovery, High-Speed, High-Power
Switch for Impulse Radars and

High-Power Microwave Weapons

Achievement

A fast-recovery subnanosecond
switch is being developed by the Air Force
Phillips Laboratory. Models have been
tested at power levels ranging from 250
MW to well over 1 GW.

Background

The switches are of the high-pres-
sure gas breakdown type, and have been
operated at over 1,000 pulses per second
for over 1 second with no gas flow. Very
rapid forward voltage rates, exceeding 10
TV/sec, are achieved with resonant air
core transformers. A new low-inductance
design is anticipated to handle over 10
GW and show significant reduction in
electrode erosion. One of these devices is Figure 1. Experimental 10 cm switch. The housing on left holds charging and trigger-
shown in figure 1. ing conirols. The center cylindrical collar provides the high-pressure housing and diag-

nostics. The housing on right connects current to load. The electrodes can be seen
Payoff inside the block rings between the left and right housings.

Future work will concentrate on
using high-pressure hydrogen. A goal of Contributing Organizations program manager is Lt. Col. James A.
TW power levels, at 10,000 pulses per and People Lupo of the Directorate of Mathematical
second, with subnanosecond rise times The work was accomplished by and Computer Sciences.
appears reachable. The device has ap- Richard P. Copeland and James P.
plication to Air Force needs in impulse O'Loughlin of the Phillips Laboratory,
radar and high-power microwave WSES, Kirtland AFB, NM. The AFOSR
weapons.
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DIRECTORATE OF LIFE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

We learned a lot of important les- thus predict potentially damaging lightning that involve jet lag, stress, fatigue, and
sons from Operation Desert Storm. One strikes is discussed in the following pages. sleep disruption. Two examples describe
was how important the environment is in One of the main thrusts of the space how basic research may lead to novel
determining how well the Air Force can environment program is examining the in- strategies to maintain and improve human
get its job done. A second major lesson fluence of solar activity on the physical performance during demanding Air Force
was how important well-trained people are and chemical dynamics uf the magneto- operations, like Desert Storm, that require
in ensuring the success of the mission. sphere and the interaction of the magneto- sustained operations, transmeridian
The directorate's concern is to provide the sphere with terrestrial and ionospheric travel, shift work, and nightfin-weather
fundamental knowledge required to under- processes. We demonstrate here how im- operations.
stand and predict the nature of the proved understanding of these interac- Our research programs in sensation
aerospace environment, to improve the tions and their consequent energy transfer and perception, computational neuro-
performance of those who must conduct has resulted in improved space weather science, learning abilities, and intelligent
demanding missions in this environment, prediction. training are making major contributions to
and to protect those individuals and the Research in bioenvironmental speech recognition, visual displays for
environment from the chemical and physi- sciences lays the foundation for under- cockpits and simulators, and the develop-
cal hazards to which they are exposed. standing how the var'ous physical and ment of new paradigms for the important
We manage a number of programs in the chemical agents used in Air Force opera- task of training Air Force personnel. Many
atmospheric, space, and terrestrial tions interact in harmful ways with both accomplishments from these important
sciences, as well as in the biological and humans and the environment Such under- programs were highlighted in the 1989

new approaches to these concerns. We standing is resulting in the development of and 1990 editions.
new techniques to prevent contamination We have a dynamic research pro-

cnohiglighmts f of the p ms hret of the environment, such as the microbial gram in the life and environmental
technique described herein, sciences that is conducted by integrated

Research in atmospheric sciences is Research in cognition, neuro- teams of scientists from Air Force
providing fundamental information about sciences, and chronobiology is expl,, *g laboratories, academia, and industry to ad-
the dynamic changes in the physical and the links between biochemical and dress the research needs of the Air Force.
chemical characteristics of the mid- and physiological processes of the brain and This booklet provides just a snapshot of
upper atmosphere required to improve the ultimate behavior of the organism. the program. Contact the appropriate pro-
models used for numerical weather predic- These studies will determine how well in- gram manager for additional details.
tion. An exciting new technique designed dividuals can handle demanding situations
to detect charge buildup in clouds and

Cognition-The Limiting Factor in Air Force Systems ....... ......................... 54
Light-Induced Gene Expression in the Circadian Pacemaker ....... ...................... 55
Microbial-Dependent Transformation of Toxic Metals ....... ......................... 57
qpace Weather Prediction and Specification Capability Transitioned to
Space Command, NORAD, and Air Weather Service ........ ......................... 59
New Radar Technique Detects Charge Buildup in Clouds ....... ....................... 61
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Cognition-The Limiting Factor in Air
Force Systems

Achievement
The interdisciplinary team of neuro-

scientists and engineers at EEG Systems

Laboratory, San Francisco, directed by Dr.
Alan S. Gevins, has focused on develop-
ing and applying algorithms and software
to measure fundamental neurocognitive
processes such as attention, memory, lan-
guage, and visuomotor function. These
processes are measured by recording
brain waves from up to 124 sites on the [4 A

scalp. This is the first time the measuring
of these processes has been successfully
accomplished by any researcher. Novel . 5 1 0 - 1 0 -3 P os . Nr - E E G
signal processing algorithms then extract Sgiicance Sign Svserrts
neurocognitive patterns from these data in *CE gPrlgPv
split-second time intervals corresponding

to the mental stages of task performance. Figure 1. Split-second neurocognitive patterns are affected by sustained mental work
several hours before performance deteriorates. Each of the three heads shows an in-

Background stant in time when five practiced USAF test pilot subjects held two numbers in working
memory and awaited the next stimulus. The early period was during the first 6 of 10 to

In one of many AFOSR-sponsored 14 hours of performance, the middle period was from hours 7 to 9 when performance

studies, neurocognitive patterns were was still accurate, and the late period was after 10 to 14 hours when task perfor-
mance had deteriorated. A major shift in the pattern occurs from the early to themeasured as five USAF test pilots per- middle periods. Since dramatic changes in brain activity preceded detenorated per-

formed a battery of tasks, including a dif- formance, such changes may be more sensitive indicators of the deleterious effects

'icult working memory task, for up to 14 of sustained mental work than measures of overt behavior.

hours. (In the working memory task, sub-
jects had to produce a precise isometric periods of the recording sessions are the technology could lead to an early
finger response with a force proportional shown. Striking changes occurred in the warning system to detect leading in-
to a random series of numbers. Subjects patterns after the pilots performed the dicators of possible impaired performance
responded not to the current stimulus num- task for 7 to 9 hours (middle), but before due to fatigue or illness-a kind of pocket
ber, but to the number seen two trials ear- performance degraded. In particular, sig- flight surgeon.
lier, requiring them to remember each nal strength was reduced over midline Contributing Organizations
number in the series for about 12 motor rehearsal areas, and over the entire
seconds). The patterns were dramatically left hemisphere. and People

affected by sustained mental work several Research is directed by Dr. Alan S.
hours before significantly deteriorated per- Payoff Gevins, EEG Systems Laboratory, San
formance. Figure 1 shows the patterns Using a neural-network pattern clas- Francisco, and is supported by Dr. Alfred
during the instant of the memory task sifier, it was possible tu recognize the R. Fregly, program manager for cognition
when the pilots were preparing to receive state of incipient performance impairment of the Directorate of Life and Environmen-
a new number while still remembering the with an accuracy of over 80 percent. tal Sciences.
last two numbers. Early, middle, and late Replicati" -. a .. . .. . .. ,. .r...
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Light-Induced Gene Expression in the
Circadian Pacemaker

Achievement To investigate the effects of light on pacemaker oscillations would facilitate the

Dr. Michael Rea is conducting re- the circadian pacemaker, hamsters are development of pharmacological and/or

search into the biological basis of cir- maintained under conditions of constant environmental strategies for altering inter-

cadian rhythmicity at the Armstrong darkness in cages equipped with running nal clock function. Ultimately, these

Laboratory, Brooks AFB, TX. Recent work wheels. Without the entrainment effects of strategies would alleviate the physiologi-

from Dr. Rea's laboratory suggests that a 24-hour LD cycle, the hamster's activity cal and performance decrements as-

environmental light can synchronize cir- level reflects the natural internal period of sociated with circadian desynchronization.

cadian rhythms through the expression of its pacemaker. This circadian activity Dr. Rea found that light pulses that

specific genes within the circadian clock, rhythm is monitored as an indication of the cause phase shifts of the circadian
status of the circadian pacemaker. These pacemaker also induce the expression of

Background data are displayed as an actogram (figure the c-fos transcription control gene among

Circadian rhythmicity in mammals is 1), and the onset time of activity is used a distinct population of SCN celis. Only
controlled by the action of a light- as a phase reference point for timing light light pulses that cause phase shifts of the
entrainable pacemaker located in a part of exposures. In this way, the effects of pacemaker induce c-fos expression in the
the brain called the basal hypothalamus, single light pulses (30 lux for 15 minutes) SCN (compare figure 1 a with 1 b and 1 c).

in association with two cell clusters known administered at precise phases of the This finding suggests that light-induced c-
as the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN). The pacemaker oscillation can be studied. fos expression represents an early
SCN receive sensory input when the eyes When the animals are exposed to biochemical event in the response leading
are stimulated by light. In the absence of light pulses during the subjective day, no to alterations in circadian pacemaker ac-

temporal environmental cues, this effect on the activity rhythm is observed tivity. In addition, the pattern of c-fos im-

pacemaker continues to measure time by (figure 1 a). However, when light is given munoreactivity provides a map of SCN

an internal clock, driving biochemical, during the subjective night, a persistent al- cells that are activated by the light pulse,
physiological, and behavioral rhythms that teration in the phase of the pacemaker perhaps identifying those cells that par-
reflect the natural period of the pacemaker (resetting) results. Light pulses given ticipate in the photic entrainment process.
os-*" "on. This period usually differs during the early subjective night cause Finally, the pattern of c-fos expression is

.rom 24 hours (i.e., circadian). phase advances (figure Ic) of the cir- different in response to a phase-delaying

When mammals are maintained under a cadian activity rhythm. versus a phase-advancing pulse (com-
24-hour light-dark (LD) cycle, the cir- pare figures Ib and 1c), suggesting that
cadian pacemaker becomes entrained Pdifferent SCN cells may be responsible for
such that the period of the pacemaker os- The management of crew fatigue in phase delays and phase advances of the
cillation matches that of the LD cycle. In both ground and airborne operations is a pacemaker. These results open a new
the entrained state, pacemaker-driven critical factor for maintaining mission suc- frontier of research into the neurobiologi-
rhythms are phase-locked with the LD cess and safety. National defense and cal basis of circadian rhythmicity.

cycle. A sudden phase shift of the LD combat capability must be maintained 24
cycle, such as that which occurs during hours a day. Desynchronized circadian Contributing Organizations

transmeridian jet travel, results in internal rhythms resulting from disrupted and People

desynchronization of physiological wake/sleep schedules, extended duty Dr. Michael Rea is a research
rhythms leading to a temporary period of periods, and rapid transmeridian reloca- biochemist and director of the circadian
malaise and suboptimal performance, or tion are a prime cause of fatigue and neurobiology research program at the

jet lag. A similar condition may result human error in military operations. An un- Armstrong Laboratory. The project is
when an imposed rest-activity cycle is in- derstanding of the neurochemical managed by Dr. Genevieve Haddad of the

compatible with the LD cycle, such as oc- mechanisms responsible for generating Directorate of Life and Environmental
curs during shift work. and entraining by light of circadian Sciences.
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Figures la, 1b, and Ic. Effects of single light pulses on the phase of the circadian ac-
tivity rhythm and the expression of the c-fos gene in the hamster SCN. Actogroms are
shown on the right. Horizontal lines represent actMty records collected on successive
days. Vertical bars represent wheel-turning activity occurring during 6-minute bins.
Single 15-minute pulses of white light (30 lux) were administered at the times indi-
cated (asterisks). Note that pulses given at mid-day (figure Ia) did not induce phase
shifts, while pulses given during the early (figure 1b) and mid (figure Ic) subjective
night caused phase delays or advances, respectively. False color images of sections
of the hamster brain at the level of the SCN are shown on the left. These sections
were immuno-stained for proteins produced by the fos gene family. Red and yellow
denotes high- and moderate-density areas of Immunoreactive cell nuclei. Note that
gene expression in the SCN occurred in response to light exposure only during the
subjective night, when light pulses reset the pacemaker.
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Microbial-Dependent Transformation of
Toxic Metals

Achievement
An interesting bacterial strain is

under investigation by Dr. Robert C.
Blake, II, Department of Biochemistry, 100
Meharry Medical College, Nashville, TN.Agl
These bacteria have shown an affinity for a(

altering the chemical state of toxic heavy
metals resulting in removal of the metal ra 75
from solution. E

A strain of the bacteria Pseudo-
monas maltophilia, found at a toxic waste = 50 Te (IV)
site at Oak Ridge, has been studied in the
transformation and precipitation of Hg (11 Cd(11)
numerous toxic metals from solution. C
When the bacteria were added to a solu- 25
tion containing heavy metals, like mer-
cury, chromium, seienium, lead, gold,
silver, telluriurr:. or cadmium, the toxic I I I

metal was effecively removed within I to 1.0 2.0 3 4 5 6 7 8
a few days (figure 1). In fact, with some of Time, days
the metals, particularly gold, the glass
flask containing the metal solution with the Figure 1. Time course of the removal of soluble heavy metals from solution by bac-

bacteria became coated with a thin layer
of the metal (figure 2).

Background
Microorganisms can concentrate

soluble metals in three basic ways. First,
they can accumulate the metal either by
adsorbing it onto their surface or by ab-
sorbing it through their cell wall. Since cell V

walls usually are negative in charge, posi-
tive metal particles may be attracted, like
to a magnet. Some strains of bacteria
make chemicals to coat their cell walls
(like hair), which have a strong attraction
for positive metal particles. Second, they
can remove the soluble metal by a reac-
tion with bacterially produced chemicals
that react with the metals and cause them
to precipitate from solution. This method Figure 2. Control and experimental flasks, showing gold plating out of solution onto

may be useful in biomining. Third, they the glass flask.

can transform the metal from one
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chemical state to another to make it less Payoff standards. The Pseudomonas transforma-
toxic. The best example of that is a bac- All microorganisms interact with me- tion of selenium, lead, silver, and mercury
teria that absorbs the mercury in positive tals. Two interactions that are of potential exceed that necessary to be competitive
particle form then changes it, by using an economic and industrial interest are the with existing technologies. It is evident
enzyme, to ths metallic elemental mercury biosolubilization of metals from their ores that these bacteria are capable of the
(like the mercury in thermometers). (biomining) and the bioconcentration of transformation and precipitation of high

Removing toxic and heavy metal metals from wastes or dilute mixtures concentrations of soluble metals and
contaminants from liquid waste streams is (bioremediation/bi')reclamation). Biomin- could have biotechnology applications in
one of the most important environmental ing permits extraction of metals from large waste water treatment and heavy metals
issues facing the United States today. Al- quantities of low-grade ores. Bioremedia- recovery.
though this issue has been addressed for tion/ bioreclamation provides opportunities Contributing Organizations
many years, effective treatment options to remove metals that may be pollutants and People
are limited. Chemical precipitation, filter- and to recover precious metals for recy- This research is being conducted by
ing, and chemical extraction are the most cling (e.g., silver from x-ray films). Dr. Robert C. Blake, 1, Department of
commonly used procedures for removing The experiments done by Dr. Blake Biochemistry, Meharry Medical College,
heavy metals from water. However, these investigated whether the metal transform- Nashville, TN, and is supported by the
procedures have significant disad- ing properties of this organism possessed Bioenvironmental Sciences Program

vantages, like incomplete removal, high the performance characteristics necessary managed by Lt. Col. T. Jan Cerveny of

energy and/or chemical requirements, and to permit exploitation of bacterial activities the Directorate of Life and Environmental

generation of toxic sludge or other waste for bioremediation/biorecamation. To be Sciences.

products that require special disposal. competitive with existing technologies

These disadvantages are particularly ap- metal-removing efficiencies must meet or

parent at the low metal concentrations exceed current rigorous performance

often found in waste water.
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Space Weather Prediction and
Specification Capability

Transitioned to Space Command,
NORAD, and Air Weather Service

Achievement energy transfer into near Earth space as tifies the location of the magnetopause at

Over the past several years, basic re- well as the basic driving forces within the the altitude of polar orbiting satellites.

search programs have developed physical magnetosphere. Air Force and DOD satel- Payoff
insight and models to specify and predict lites transit the magnetopause only during
hazards to DOD assets operating in severe magnetic storms, and then only These results are essential to the

space. The complete analysis of the three once a day. However, evidence from other specification and prediction of space

types of data establishes magnetic merg- sources is that the magnetosphere weather effects on space systems through

ing as the dominant physical process con- responds to disturbances on 10-minute the establishment of boundary conditions

trolling the energy transport at the time scales. Analytical and experimental for operational magnetospheric specifica-

magnetopause boundary. From this work studies were carried out to establish the tion and prediction models. These models

we have shown that magnetic field- basic characteristics of the boundary to (figure 1) are in the final transition process

aligned currents in the dayside cusp elucidate the energy transfer processes to the Military Air Command Air Weather

region of the magnetosphere originate on and seek methods of specifying the mag- Service, NORAD, and Space Command

field lines that are open to the solar wind. netosphere boundary from low-altitude for specifications and alerts. The inclusion

These currents carry considerable energy satellite measurements. This study by of time-dependent boundary conditions

into the ionosphere, altering upper atmos- N.C. Maynard, W. Burke, and other col- will greatly improve prediction of mag-

phere dynamics and the drag on satellites. leagues of the Space Plasmas and Fields netospheric disturbances such as mag-

This investigation provides important new Branch of the Space Physics Division at netospheric storms that degrade and

information on the coupling of energy from Phillips Laboratory used a unique data set destroy Air Force and DOD space

the solar wind into the magnetosphere, obtained from a spacecraft traversing the systems.

and the mechanisms that control the size magnetopause simultaneously with mea- Contributing Organizations
and shape of the magnetosphere. surements obtained from a low Earth and People

polar orbiting satellite. Analysis ofBackground electrodynamic measurements (that is This research was conducted by
elecrodyami meauremnts(tha is Professors N.C. Maynard and W. Burke of

One of the major problems in under- electric field, magnetic field, and particle Poe .c ana and W. Brke of
standing and specifying the magneto- data from the two satellites) showed uni- the Space Phasmas an F iel s
sphere is ignorance of processes that que features in the electric field data map the Sa is Divio a phillip
control the size and shape of the mag- from the magnetoshere down to the lower Laboratory. It is part of a program
netopause boundaries. It is the interaction atmosphere. A unique signature of the managed by Dr. Henry R. Radoski of the
of the solar wind with the magnetosphere electric field at the magnetopause iden- Dieceon
at the outer boundary that determines
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Figure 1. Magnetospheric specification model.
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New Radar Technique Detects Charge
Buildup in Clouds

Achievement this storm. The cross-polar return is ob- of a large field program involving

Dr. Paul Krehbiel and his colleagues tained by transmitting a horizontally numerous other radars and aircraft.

at New Mexico Institute of Mining and polarized signal and measuring its vertical- Payoff
Technology recently showed how polariza- ly polarized return. Notice the sawtooth

tion radar can detect charge buildup in pattern in the radar record. The sharp ver- Dr. Krehbiel performed his experi-

clouds. This is a giant step toward protect- tical lines in the sawtooth correspond to ment on a New Mexico thunderstorm

ing aircraft and spacecraft against trig- lightning discharges (verified by other during the summer of 1989. He used a 3-

gered lightning. His technique may for the data). Before each of these discharges cm wavelength polarization radar to look

first time enable scientists to distinguish the signal ramps upward. These ramps ap- at the upper regions of the cloud. He kept

between electrically safe and dangerous pear to be the result of ice crystals becom- the radar pointed at the same volume ele-

clouds. This distinction is particularly im- ing aligned in response to the charge built ment throughout the experiment (figure 1).

portant at the Kennedy Space Center up before each lightning discharge. By comparing various combinations of

where spacecraft can induce catastrophic Now that Dr. Krehbiel has shown he polarized signals, he was able to detect

lightning during launch, even when there can detect crystal alignment with a a t jst beioree icetcrystal

is no natural lightning. It is also important polarized radar, he plans to test other alignment just before each lightning strike.

for nonmetallic aircraft with low-voltage in- polarization schemes to find the most reli- Contributing Organizations
tegrated circuits. able technique. His next step will be to and People

Background test circular polarization. He also plans to Dr. Krehbiel performed this research
deploy his radar to the Kennedy Space as part of a program managed by Lt. Col.

The radar record in figure 1 shows 2 Center during the summer of 1991 as part James G. Stobie of the Directorate of Ufe
minutes of the cross-polar return during and Environmental Sciences.
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Figure 1. rhis diagram shows how the radar antenna remained fixed on a specific volume element in the storm. This volume was at
approximately 33,000-ft. altitude where the temperature was -40 °C. At this temperature many of the ice crystals will likely be in the
shape of hexagonal columns. The cross-polar radar record shows an apparent increase in alignment of these crystal columns in
response to local charge buildup before each lightning strike.
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DIRECTORATE OF MATHEMATICAL AND
COMPUTER SCIENCES

The mathematical sciences research of collecting, processing, storing, and inter- solving large linear programming
of the Directorate of Mathematical and preting sensor data. These accomplish- problems (involving hundreds of
Computer Sciences focuses on the model- ments are geared toward meeting the thousands or millions of variables). Ideas
ing, analysis, and control of complex sys- requirements imposed by future threats. from our supported research on interior
tems and phenomena. Computer sciences The directorate's research program methods for these problems have been in-
research emphasizes increasing the in control is the leading national research corporated into a computer program
capability to exploit high-performance com- program in the field. Two highlights reflect production code OB1, which is now being
puting for both embedded applications part of the scope of this program. One il- used by the Mobility Command to analyze
and engineering design. lustrates our commitment to pursuing non- many of its route scheduling and transpor-

This year's highlights illustrate a linear control methodologies for the tation problems.
wide range of scientific activity. Three ac- development of advanced agile aircraft These highlights constitute a small
complishments deal with our investigation Another illustrates a significant algorithmic portion of our research accomplishments.
of the properties of the emerging advance in our ability to incorporate realis- We are undertaking many new research
paradigms of neural networks and tic measures of system complexity, such directions to pave the way for future Air
wavelets for solving critical Air Force as in hypersonic air-breathing engines, Force transitions. Contact the appropriate
problems in detection and classification, into control system design. program manager (listed in the directory)
as well as other aspects of signal process- Last year we highlighted progress in for details of ongoing work.
ing. Recent experience in Operation developing new algorithmic techniques for
Desert Storm has shown the importance

Linear Programming .......... ....................................... 64
Large-Scale Computing in Control Law Design ........ ............................ 65
Advances in Nonlinear Feedback Control ........ .............................. 67
Multiresolution Signal Analysis and Data Fusion ........ ........................... 69
Aerial and Space-Based Reconnaissance Imaging ........ .......................... 72
New Language and System for Developing Highly Reliable Avionics Systems in Ada .... ............ 74
Computation Based on the Cerebral Cortex ........ ............................. 77
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Linear Programming

Achievement Output 1 -x E MOutput 0 = E Ba , Threshold Output Unit
AFOSR has supported the develop- Ou

ment of an advanced optimization technol-
ogy that has significantly increased the Air
Force's ability to solve large, complex (2 )P ' (2 ) 2 (2 )p 2 2 -2 1 Weights
models. In addition to improved algo- - ., (2)P-2 .- 2- 2 1
rithms, AFOSR has supported applica- Thresholds w, (3 ( ) (a ... E(P D(7? Hidden Units
tions of these algorithms to novel model \, 2_-

formulations to provide new capabilities in w1  wI w2 -w2  w P-
1 wP  wP

a number of areas. Professor Olvi Man-
gassarian of the University of Wisconsin
has used a single model to provide im-
proved methods of classification and a
new and potentially superior algorithm to C Inputs
train neural networks. Figure 1. Each input (x1.xn) yields an output in either set M or set B. The linear pro-

Background gram determines the structure of the neural net needed to separate the input on the
basis of the output. It determines the number of hidden units needed, the weights,

A result known since 1965 is basic (w . .. P), and the thresholds.

to this new technique. The result is that a
single linear program (LP), solvable in que has been successfully applied in is customary. In addition, the LP approach
polynomial time, can be used to determine classifying malignant and non-malignant always achieves 100 percent correctness
a plane that separates two disjoint convex cells from breast tumors, and in this form on the training set, has a comparable cor-
objects. When these objects are the con- is being used at the University of Wiscon- rectness rate on new data, and automat-
vex hulls of two sets of points to be clas- sin hospital as a very accurate diagnostic ically determines the number of hidden
sified, the same linear program generates aid. The same technique could be used to units required by the neural net (figure 1).
a linear form whose value determines the provide accurate recruit evaluation or pilot Contributing Organizations
set into which a given point falls. selection tools. and People

Payoff The same classification scheme canbe thought of as a trained feed-forward This research was performed by
When the convex hulls do intersect, neural network. The training of this neural Professor Olvi Mangassarian of the

a sequence of linear programs is neces- netraane Te raiin of the University of Wisconsin. The program
spry to perform the separation, but the net can be done more eff iciently by the Unvert oWiscor.NelGsin fhegasar topefor th spartio, ut he linear programming approach discussed manager is Dr. Neal Glassman of the
sequence is no longer than the dimen- aboeatherothanmbygbackrpropagationea Directorate of Mathematical and Com-sionality of the sets of points. This techni- above rather than by back propagation, as puter Sciences.
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Large-Scale Computing
in Control Law Design

Achievement of states. Most of Professor Laub's re- tion and have been used successfully to

Recent research by Professor Alan search is directed specifically toward the solve fairly large-order (several hundred)

J. Laub and his group at the University of solution of certain critical 'bread-and-but- problems on Cray supercomputers. Early

California-Santa Barbara, is paving the ter" matrix equations that arise in control experiments on a Cray Y-MP with four

way for effective large-scale computing in law design. Riccati equations, together processors are very encouraging. A 1 00th-

control and filtering. A new class of algo- with their linear counterparts known as order Riccai equation, for example, can

rithms, based on the so-called matrix sign Lyapunov equations, are the most com- be solved in 0.8 seconds and a 200th-

function, has proved particularly effective mon types and their role in control and fil- order equation in just over 3 seconds.

in solving the algebraic Riccati equation. tering is rather analogous to the role Background
These exciting new results are part of an Navier-Stokes equations play in computa-

overall program devoted to developing al- tional fluid dynamics. The new classes of Professor Laub has worked on

gorithms capable of handling system algorithms being studied are especially numerically reliable and stable algorithms

models with hundreds or even thousands well suited to parallelization and vectoriza- for control law design for over 15 years.
Much of his work has been embedded in

"5 Defense
*" Systems
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Figure 1. Growth in cornputotionol requirements.
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current computer-aided control system hundreds of states. Control systems for hy- for modern control design are all but im-
design software used both by Air Force personic aircraft provide even more com- possible with existing methods.
Laboratories and Air Force contractors, pelling motivation for research in Contributing Organizations
Such software includes both packages large-scale computing. Hypersonic en- C n o i o
developed in-house as well as software gines alone will have hundreds or perhaps and People
available commercially (such as Ctrl-C, thousands of actuators and sensors. This AFOSR-sponsored research,

Easy5, Matlab, and Matrix-X). However, Moreover, unprecedented coupling of en- managed by Dr. Marc Jacobs for the

such software will be inadequate for many gine, airframe, and control systems in Directorate of Mathematical and Com-

future systems of critical interest to the Air which almost all variables of flight control, puter Sciences as part of the program in

Force. Figure 1 illustrates in a stylized engine performance and stability, and ther- dynamics and control, is laying the founda-

way the growth in computational require- mal management are interrelated in real- tion for the next generation of computer-

ments fo. some typical Air Force time yield computational challenges of aided control engineering software. As

programs. astonishing magnitude. For example, Cray-type computing becomes available

most realistic measures of control system in desk-top workstations, tomorrow's Air
Payoff complexity and difficulty in hypersonic Force control system designers will be

Many modern control law design airbreathing engines typically range up to routinely using the software and algo-
methodologies give rise to high-order 10 times that for the space shuttle main rithms being developed today.
numerical problems whose solution will engine. Control law design for such sys-
depend crucially on Professor Laub's tems will place a severe or intolerable
AFOSR-sponsored research. For ex- computational burden on existing algo-
ample, finite element models of large rithms and software. Indeed, many of the
space structures can easily have numerical problems that must be solved
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Advances in Nonlinear
Feedback Control

Achievement
Professors C.I. Byrnes and A. Isidori

at Washington University in St. Louis, MO,
have developed new methods to shape
the response of complicated nonlinear sys-
tems using feedback strategies that can
be systematically designed by a novel syn-
thesis of methods drawn from geometry
and nonlinear dynamics. The problems of
stabilizing and controlling nonlinear sys-
tems are limiting factors in the design of
many DoD systems. Such systems in- -0
clude those investigated in current re-
search and development efforts in the -100
aerospace industry devoted to the active 0 100 200 300 400 S00

control and stabilization of high-perfor- Horizontal Position, Ft
mance aircraft operating in nonlinear flight
conditions involving agili.y and hig,
angles of attack. Figure 1. Prototype vertical take-off and landing aircraft simulation.

Background
Because linear systems exhibit

much more predictable and well-under- .
stood behavior, the control of linear sys-
tems has been more highly developed
than the control of nonlinear systems. For
this reason, current approaches to flight
control in the presence of nonlinear ef-
fects, e.g., 'gain scheduling,* have typical-
ly involved finding an "equivalent7 linear
system, for which a controller is then
designed using existing linear methods.
However, for the highly nonlinear
maneuvers performed by advanced non-
traditional aircraft (figures 1 and 2), involv-
ing increased agility and higher angles of
attack, the limitations of conventional
design methods stem from the lack of a
reasonable *equivalent' linear system that
incorporates in some way the increasingly
dominant nonlinear effects. The recent ad-
vances made by Professors Byrnes and

Figure 2. F- 15 STOL Demonstrator
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Isidori offer a methodology to overcome desired reference signal (or trajectory), system achieved horizontal transfers of
some of these limitations. while at the same time rejects an un- 10,000 feet with negligible vertical drop.

Underlying the success of linear sys- wanted disturbance signal that, if unat- This is in sharp contrast to a standard

tems design is the superposition principle, tenuated, would severely compromise linear controller for which transfer was

which makes possible analysis of the system performance. The methods under- limited to fewer than 11 feet. Similar ron-

steady-state system response to a com- lying this unanticipated breakthrough incor- linear couplings arise between the propul-

plex input signal in terms of the response porate nonlinear enhancements of basic sion forces/moments and the

to simple input signals. This is basic to frequency domain tools, such as the con- aerodynamic forces/moments of ad-

both the frequency domain approach, cept of transmission zeros, into a vanced Air Force aircraft such as the F-1 5

which is popular for its intuitive graphical geometric approach to nonlinear state STOL Demonstrator (figure 2). At high

criteria, and the state space approach, ap- space analysis. This approach leads to angles of attack, the F-15 STOL aircraft's

plying powerful variational methods to a conditions for solvng the nonlinear propulsive thrust vectors push its perfor-

state space model of the system and regulator problem that retain the intuitive mance envelope beyond conventional

employing differential equations to content of classical linear frequency aerodynamic limits. The development of a

describe the system evolution. The ap- domain methods. More importantly, an es- systematic design methodology for non-

proach pioneered by Professors Byrnes sential component of this advance is the linear systems, and its application to high-

and Isidori incorporates geometric actual form of the feedback compensation ly nonlinear aerospace guidance and

methods in control and in the theory of scheme, which is computationally trac- control problems, is the goal of the re-

dynamical systems to provide an analysis table. In close analogy with the linear search being performed by Professors Byr-

of the steady response of nonlinear con- variational methods, the structure of the nes and Isidori.

trol systems. The main techniques for this feedback law is L~at of a nonlinear propor- Contributing Organizations
analysis were discovered in the course of tional error compensator where the non-
a 5-year research effort that produced sys- linear feedback 'gains" can be computed

tematic design methods for feedback off-line" by solving a nonlinear partial dif- The Directorate of Mathematical and

stabilization of broad classes of nonlinear ferential equation, quite similar to very im- Computer Sciences has long recognized

systems, recently settling a long-standing portant roles played by the Riccati the potential importance of innovative re-

problem concerning feedback stabilization equation in linear system design. These search in the field of nonlinear dynamics

of a rigid body model for a rigid spacecraft advances point both to a powerful new and control, and has been a leader in sup-

controlled by pairs of gas jets. tool for the systematic design of nonlinear porting basic research in this area. This is
feedback systems and to a new approach now a widely held view. In 1989, Profes-

Payoff to computational nonlinear control in high- sor Byrnes was honored as a Fellow of

The most significant application of performance aircraft. Figure 1 is a simula- the IEEE 'for contributions to feedback
this geometric approach to analyzing tion of a planar VTOL aircraft being stabilization and the control of linear and
stpady-state response of nonlinear sys- controlled by such a nonlinear regulator nonlinear systems." Professors Byrnes
tems is the recent solution of the non- during a horizontal hovering maneuver, and Isidori are performing their research
linear regulator problem, one of the major with a desired transfer of 500 feet. By in- under a grant managed by Dr. Marc
problems in control system design. This is corporating the nonlinear coupling be- Jacobs for the Directorate of Mathematical
the problem of designing a feedback com- tween wind axis moments and rectilinear and Computer Sciences.
pensator that will ensure that the system accelerations into both the PVTOL model
to be controlled asymptotically tracks a and the controller design, the closed-loop
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Multiresolution Signal Analysis
and Data Fusion

Achievement Defense Initiative to the Advanced Wam- prove to be as valuable as their more tradi-

Professor Alan S. Willsky and his col- ing System to upgrades of platforms such tional counterparts.

leagues at the Massachusetts Institute of as DSP and AWACS, providing sensors The key to this approach is the ob-
Technology have recently developed a that offer the promise of increased servation that the wavelet transform
new mathematical framework for the in- coverage, sensitivity, resolution, and provides a dynamic representation of a
tegrated processing and statistical spectral diversity. Finally, the continuing signal or a phenomenon, but in this case
analysis of complex signals and data sets enhancement of operational computing the dynamics are not in time, but rather in
obtained from heterogeneous suites of systems makes possible, and in fact scale. This leads naturally to a pyramidal
sensors. This framework combines in a demands the consideration of, signal and description of signals at multiple resolu-
novel manner the emerging theory of image processing functions that could not tions, allowing one to capture any multis-
wavelet transforms for multiresolution sig- have been proposed realistically even 10 cale features in the phenomenon under
nal representation and the well-estab- years ago. study and to model multiresolution mea-
lished systems and control techniques of Background surements as observations at correspond-
optimal estimation and Kalman filtering. While previous work had indeed indi- ing levels in the pyramid. Furthermore,Whil prviou wok ha ineed di- Willsky's work shows that such a model-
The framework provides a flexible cated the promise of multiresolution signal ing framework leads naturally to several
methodology for designing extremely effi- processing methods, the work on such ina le aturaly pral
cient and highly parallelizable algorithms methods had proceeded without a firmly lelizable algorithmic structures for optimal
for a broad range of problems including grounded analytical framework that could lisenlor s tructuoes imal
sensor fusion, event or anomaly detection, grounded aneayica foramertat cbould- multisensor signal processing. Indeed,
and pattern matching and recognition. provide the basis for a rational and broad- thanks both to the use of coarse solutionsandpaten athig ad ecgntin, ly applicable design methodology. The to guide fine-scale processing and to the

The collection, processing, storage, emerging theory of wavelet transforms, fact that wavelet transform computations

and interpretation of sensor data are criti- however, gave life to the idea that such a cat e et trem c muti-

cal and often performance-limiting corn- methodology might be achievable. What can be performed extremely quickly, multi-
ponents of most, if not all, Air Force Professor Willsky and his colleagues have scale counterparts of optimal Wiener andponentsKalman filtering are actually tar more efi-
systems at levels encompassing tactical, done is to take a major step toward reach- cient (in terms of operations per data

strategic, and intelligence missions. In- ing this goal by providing a statistical point) than their single-scale, traditional

deed, developing targets of dramatically modeling and filtering framework corn- counterparts. These new algorithms can

reduced observability demands systems plementary to the wavelet transform in accommdate, without any increase in al-

that sense and extract every bit of dis- much the same way that the framework of gorithmic complexity, mutisensor data

criminating information across a much stationary stochastic processes and fusion problems to which standard

larger portion c! the electromagnetic lumped dynamic models complement the methods are completely inapplicable. For

and/or acoustic spectrum than has Fourier transform. The result is a new me, as illte inaigure ii

heretofore been required. Also, for a theory of multiscale statistical modeling etraightfoward in this setting to design an

variety of reasons the requirements on that is not only rich enough to capture a agorw that setarse-resin at

remote sensing systems, e.g., to assess broad range of physically meaningful to optimally guide the interpolation of fine-

tactical military threats, as in the Persian phenomena (including signals with fractal spall guide the easureoents

Gulf, or to identify and ,cate strategically characteristics as well as those traditional- scale, but relatively sparse measurements

relocatable targets, have increased sub- ly modeled using rational spectral or, as shown in figure 2, to assess the per-

stantially. Furthermore, these changing methods), but also powerful enough to

and developing threats have motivated a lead to corresponding theories of statisti- a function of coarese nsor resolution.

variety of advanced sensor systems under cally optimal signal processing that should Also, while these figures illustrate the
programs ranging from the Atmospheric application of this methodology to
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-2.5 techniques to develop multiresolution algo-

2 rithms for optimal matching of multiple
data sets. The results of this investigation

-1.5 will be algorithms directly applicable to

-1 problems of data registration, terrain map
matching, and stereo imaging. Also,

0.5 Willsky is involved in developing multi-
resolution algorithms for signal and image

0 ,-- segmentation and texture identification. Of
X particular interest in this investigation is

-0.5 -.the localization of anomalous objects or

1 Ki.</ image regions. Such methods should be
applicable to the detection of manmade

1.5 objects (such as strategically relocatable
targets) in an otherwise natural scene.

-2 The most significant application, however,
is in the area of multisensor fusion. In par-

105 2ticular, one postulated benefit of multisen-
sor fusion is superior clutter suppression

(a) based on the exploitation of the correla-
tion in clutter response across space,

2.5 time, and sensor.

2 - Payoff

1.5 -Present and future military missions
present substantial challenges to the en-

1 _- gineering and mathematics community
and require the development of new and

0.5 - innovative formalisms that offer the pos-
0 //\sibility of revolutionary rather than evolu-

0 /. - tionary improvement. Multiresolution

-0.5 - V processing is one such framework that ap-
. ,pears to be particularly well-suited to a

-1 - variety of Air Force problems. Such a
framework offers the possibility not only of

1 producing superior methods for fusing mul-

-2 tispectral and multiresolution sensor data
(e.g., from spatially distributed IR and

-2.5 - I 1 ESM sensors, various band radars, etc.)
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 or of accurately and efficiently repre-

(b) senting features that have a fractal or mul-
tiresolution character (such as the terrain

Figure 1. (a) An illustration of a signal (solid) and a set of noisy, fine-scale measure- variations and patterns used in cruise mis-
ments available only at the ends of the interval and their optimal, unaided smooth-
ing and interpolation (dashed). (b) The optimal smoothing and interpolation when sile terrain guidance systems). It also of-
the data in (a) are fused with coarser resolution mea-surements over the full interval. fers the possibility of developing

algorithms that overcome the often daunt-
ing computational demands of multisensor

one-dimensional data, the techniques tions to several problems of direct data processing problems by solving
apply equally well to imagery. relevance to the Air Force have recently coarse (and therefore computationally

While many aspects of this methodol- been initiated. In particular, Professor simpler) versions and using these to guide
ogy are still under development, applica- Willsky and his colleagues are using these
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0.3 1 I 1 I 1 (and thus speed up) their higher resolution
counterparts.

0.25 The use of Willsky's multiresolution
signal processing methodology to realize

0.2 the benefits of multisensor fusion is under
development through the Advanced Con-
cepts and Analysis Branch of the Surveil-

0.15 lance Technology Division of the Air
Force's Rome Laboratory.

0.1 Contributing Organizations
and People

0.05 T _ Professor Willsky's research has
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 been sponsored for several years by the

Figure 2. An iustration of the smoothing and interpolation error variances for the Directorate of Mathematical and Com-
fusion problem in (1a). Here the several curves correspond to situations in which the puter Sciences. This project is currently
fine level data are fused with a second data set with different resolutions. The top
curve corresponds to performance if no such second data set is available, while tne managed by Dr. Marc Jacobs.
other curves show the achievable improvement as data of increasingly fine resolu-
tion are fused.
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Aerial and Space-Based
Reconnaissance Imaging

Achievement Background from applying the method. That is, fea-

Cognitech, Inc., is developing new The essential technical innovation is tures reappear (in the reconstituted

procedures toward a system that can the construction of a high.order Essential- image) that were not seen in the un-

reconstitute a severely blurred image, or a ly Nonoscillatory (ENO) shock-capturing blurred original, but were present in the ac-

remote-sensing photograph that has been algorithm (similar to those used in analyz- tual scenel

degraded by signal noise. Typical blurring ing gas dynamics). If uo (x, 0) is the The physical theory of conservation
distortions arise from unevenly heated at- original blurred 'image' (here, it is one- laws leads to a number of robust finite-dif-
mospheric layers. When an image is trans- dimensional), then the backwards heat ference methods and other numerical solu-
mitred over RF, channel noise can result equation, which is inverse to the Gaussian tion methods. It is remarkable that this
in an image with 'snow,' as is familiar blurring process, can be applied with an conservation law approach figures strong-
from a video monitor. Meeting the chal- ENO step. This results in effective sup- ly in both deblurring and denoising proce-
lenge of image reconstruction required sig- pression of spurious oscillations while en- dures. For noise removal, it has proved to
nificant mathematical advances, which hancing edges and fine-scale details. be highly effective to replace the data at
surprisingly came out of the study of A thorough mathematical analysis of each time step with an ENO approxima-
shock waves in fluid (gas) dynamics. The the resulting algorithm shows that it is tion, followed by 'shaking" the intensity
idea is that a shock wave produced by a theoretically sound for problems whose surface back and forth in time. Further im-
nonlinear effect in a gas is a valid model parameters come from practical situa- provements in this approach are expected
for a sharp edge (discontinuity in intensity) tions. Direct implementation of the proce- by using known statistics of the noise.
in a visual image. dure has had gratifying success. In fact, The left half of figure 1 shows a

sometimes superresolution can result blurred image of a fighter plane consisting

/ 9'
Figure 1. Image enhancement by advanced numerical Inversion techniques.
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of 256 x 256 pixels with 256 gray levels. imaging, these advances could significant- Contributing Organizations
The blurring was caused by convolution ly improve Air Force image analysis and in- and People
with a Gaussian kernel with a 50-pixel frared spectra capability. Classical Current efforts now focus on combin-
area (60 iterations with a heat operation enhancement techniques using linear2 ing deblurring and denoising into one
having A t = .1 (A X)2 . and/or statistical methods have tended to png eu gnd esing innepackage. Cognitech research personnel in-

The right half of the figure shows the produce spurious oscillations (ringing) and volved in last years effort were Dr. Stan-
resolved reconstruction resulting from ap- excessive smearing of edges. The Cog- ley Osher and Dr. Leonid Rudin, the
plying ENO shock-capturing. nitech nonlinear approach greatly suppres- principal investigators on the project. The

Payoff ses these undesirable effects. work was managed by Dr. Jon Sjogren of
the Directorate of Mathematical and Com-With increased Air Force reliance onpueScnes

aerial and space-based reconnaissance puter Sciences.
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New Language and System for
Developing Highly Reliable Avionics

Systems in Ada

Achievement contained in Ada or any other program- runtime monitoring tools for TSL have also

In a recent 4-year program, AFOSR ming language. By using TSL, specifica- been developed.

has sponsored design and development tions ot synchronization, data Background
of a new language, Task Sequencing Lan- communication, and timing properties of

guage (TSL), for specifying distributed Ada systems can be written in a precise, Current state-of-the-art

and concurrent Ada software. TSL is a lan- machine-processible language. Such aircraft/avionics computing systems are

guage for defining new kinds of system specifications in TSL are called "formal distributed, time-sensitive, software sys-

concepts, such as patterns of communica- specifications.! They can be automatically tems running on multiple computers. *Dis-

tions (e.g., repeating sequences of similar compiled and used to monitor the actual tributed" means that various functions are

events are a common example of a pat- software for errors (i.e., violations of the performed on different computers, often re-

tern) that are crucial in specifying dis- specifications) at runtime. Experimental quiring a high degree of simultaneous

tributed software. TSL constructs are not computation; "time-sensitive" means that

System
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Pranse Mission
Bo Fni Ae us Devices

-1u Sensor Video j

iat Sin ATge ti Data MissionData7SensorEPP Dt T igal Exchange Data URT DtaSubsystems ,vDistribution/ Newr ProcessorsI N~r Dsrbto
F Netwo V 4  Network

____ SMS

Flight &
Propulsionl URT
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Figure 1. A TE generic avionics arc hitecture.
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system functions must be performed programming languages. Various studies formally in English. They are supposed to
within various time bounds for an overall have shown that the software has become define the properties and required
system to operate correctly. Examples of the most critical factor influencing costs functionality of a system. But they are
these systems vary widely, from onboard and reliability, usually ambigious and incomplete, leading
avionics controlling the various functions In the past few years, the DOD Ada to misunderstandings and expensive er-
of a single aircraft (figure 1) to systems language has seen increasing use in the rors during software development that
that provide logistics and integrated plan- area of command and control systems often do not get corrected until delivery
ning for large numbers of aircraft software, including distributed systems and field testing. This is particularly true in

The use of distributed computing in and avionics, to reduce costs and duplica- distributed, time-sensitive systems that in-

avionics will continue to increase dramati- tion of effort by using a single standard volve synchronization, timing, and inter-

cally due to a variety of factors, including language. The Ada9X effort is now under- process communication that are not

increasing sophistication of guidance, way to revise Ada for use in the 1990's in normally needed in sequential (single

weapons, and logistics subsystems, the light of recent experiences with these process) software.

development of autonomous (robot) kinds of applications. This includes plans TSL is designed as an extension of
aircraft, and requirements to optimize to extend the Ada language by adding Ada and its runtime monitoring tools can
deployment on a worldwide scale (figure some of the new language features that be used in conjunction with any standard
2). have been designed and researched Ada compiler. TSL allows a new genera-

Production and maintenance costs under both Defense Advanced Research tion of techniques to be applied to the

and reliability issues with such systems Projects Agency (DARPA) and AFOSR process of building distributed/concurrent

are compounded by the fact that the kinds sponsorship. These new features make it Ada software. Precise formal specifica-

of computers involved and the basis by possible to use new design and testing tions can be written before developing the

which they exchange information vary techniques to improve the reliability of Ada software, and compared with the system

widely (e.g., computer networks may in- software, as explained next. requirements to uncover ambiguities. The

clude satellite links), and different parts of In standard practice, *requirements formal specifications are then used to

the software may be written in different specifications' for software are written in- guide development of the software, and

% Functions Performed in Software
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Avionics Functions Performed in Software
Figure 2. Weapron system dependency the growth of softwore
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finally to automate error detection during guage and System). Stanford is teamed tools for applying a combination of statisti-
its testing and validation. Since with TRW to develop a prototyping system cal testing methods and runtime monitor-
synchronization and timing errors in multi- under the new DARPA initiative in Rapid ing methods based on TSL formal
process software are often transient and Construction of Large Distributed Time- specifications to test and verify advanced
hard to reproduce, this application of Critical Systems. This system will support avionics.
specifications represents a technical construction of prototypes of entire
breakthrough. avionics systems and their analysis. It will Contributing Organizations

The TSL language is being result in a high degree of automated plan- and People

developed further at Stanford University ning of production-quality implementa- This research was performed by

under AFOSR sponsorship, to be applied tions, reuse of previous component Professor David Luckham and colleagues

in other projects relevant to development systems, and reduction of costs. TSL is at Stanford University. This effort is part of

of complex Air Force avionics. This is a playing a fundamental role in defining the the software end systems subarea within

necessary technology transfer step in specification language and analysis tools the Directorate of Mathematical and Com-

bringing TSL into industrial practice. for CPL. puter Sciences and is currently managed

In a second project, Verification and by Dr. Charles J. Holland.

Payoff Validation of Advanced Avionics, Stanford
The first project is the DARPA is teamed with Lockheed's Software Tech-

CPLCPS (Common Prototyping Lan- nology Center to develop techniques and
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Computation Based on
the Cerebral Cortex

Achievement

Researchers at the University of
California at Berkeley have developed a
computational method that is fast, learns ...........
from examples, and that could be used to
track multiple targets using simulated olfac-
tion. The approach, based on simulating
the olfactory system, is already used to in-
spect parts in manufacturing processes.

Background

Since the advent of computing
during World War II, researchers have
often consulted biology to find clues to
building intelligent machines. The original
von Neumann computer used logic gates Figure 1. Sample chaotic attractor stored by system.

inspired from the model of the neuron
developed by McCulloch and Pitts. These r2
models, however, did not provide a
reasonable mechanism for learning from
examples. Their speed was also
hampered by the von Neumann bot-
teneck." This is why computers in com-
mon use today require precise input
information, ar"4 they become very slow rl
when their tasks become complex.

Recently, researchers have suc-
ceeded in creating systems that can learn
from examples using networks of simple
elements in parallel that mimic neurons.
The parallel architectures also allow these
systems to function at very high speeds.
Many of these models, however, merely Figure 2. Simulated olfoction can recognize targets in prioritized order.

map a set of inputs to a set of outputs,
and they do not perform complex sequen-
ces of actions. The researcher's various models are ings taken from the rabbit olfactory system

The work of Drs. Freeman and Baird based upon the anatomy of the olfactory (figure 1).

addresses the learning of sequences as cortex. They consist of systems of Payoff
being very similar to the olfaction. Olfac- coupled oscillators. The models can be Payo
tion is the process of sensing strong odors programmed to store fixed data values as Dr. Freeman has demonstrated theandthe inorngthe sotht sccssie- well as periodic and chaotic time series. ability of his system to solve real problems
and then ignoring them so that successive Te models closely emulate EEG read- by using it to detect defects in machined
ly weaker odors may be sensed, metal parts on a conveyor. Although his
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model is computationally simple, it outper- used to classify targets and threats in the Contributing Organizations
forms all other known methods for detect- order of their priority (figure 2). Thus, an in- and People
ing these defects with the exception of the flight warning system could be particularly Drs. Freeman and Baird are
close scrutiny of human experts. The simu- sensitive to incoming missiles and yet managed by Capt. Steven Suddarth of the
lated off action capability in the models of maintain the capability to detect other tar- Directorate of of the Directorate of Mathe-
Drs. Freeman and Baird may one day be gets such as tanks. matical and Computer Sciences.
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